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Abstract 

The Army uses a variety of soft shelters and semi-permanent structures at 
contingency operating bases for functions such as barracks, dining halls, 
administrative offices, and maintenance shops. Soldiers or local nationals 
commonly build these structures by hand, and they often manifest perfor-
mance problems. The use of prefabricated Structural Insulated Panels 
(SIPs) offers significant benefits for enhancing the performance of building 
envelopes and reducing assembly time. SIPs used in the simple “SIP hut” 
can eliminate or reduce many of the problems associated with existing 
structures constructed in theater. This work compared the performance of 
the SIP hut with commonly used B-huts in terms of cost, shipping, assembly 
time, skill level required to build, durability, energy efficiency, and indoor 
air quality (IAQ). Results show that the SIP hut can be constructed quickly 
using minimal tools and unskilled labor, has excellent building envelop air 
tightness, can maintain acceptable IAQ levels with proper ventilation, and 
may potentially use only about one-fourth of the heating energy and one-
sixth of the cooling energy required by an ordinary B-hut. The SIP hut does 
have some issues with water intrusion, volatile organic compound (VOC) 
emissions, and fire protection requirements that will be addressed in newer 
versions of the hut.  
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Unit Conversion Factors 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The Army uses a variety of soft shelters and semi-permanent structures at 
contingency operating bases including tents, B-huts, Southeast Asia (SEA) 
huts, and Concrete Masonry Unit (CMU) buildings. These structures are 
typically used for functions such as barracks, dining halls, administrative 
offices, and maintenance shops. Unlike similar types of construction pro-
jects in the United States, semi-permanent structures at contingency oper-
ating bases are either built by hand by Soldiers or contracted out to local 
nationals. Due to the nature of this construction, buildings generally have 
energy performance issues due to unintended openings in the building en-
velope and to simple construction mistakes due to use of unskilled labor, 
unavailability of certain types of building materials, and material quality. 
There are also issues of resource constraints, equipment malfunction and 
breakdowns, and mission priority conflicts. 

A significant portion of the energy demand at a contingency base comes 
from environmental control units (ECUs) for occupied facilities. Im-
provements to the structure’s building envelope can potentially save ener-
gy and consequently reduce the amount of fuel that the buildings use, and 
that often must be delivered by convoy. This reduction in fuel use will re-
sult in less frequent need for fuel resupply, which will in turn reduce the 
amount of risk that Soldiers and contractors are exposed to through the 
transportation of fuel to contingency bases. A quick review of these build-
ing types highlights the need for a more energy efficient, economical build-
ing type that serves the purpose of existing soft shelters and semi-
permanent structures. 

1.1.1 B-hut 

The most common semi-permanent structure in theater is the barracks 
hut or B-hut, typically a wood frame building, 16 to 18 ft in width by 32 ft 
in length, sheathed in plywood, with a corrugated metal roof. Figure 1-1 
shows a typical B-hut. Building envelopes are rarely wrapped and insulat-
ed due to their bulk and expense of shipping these materials into theater. 
As a result, B-huts are extremely energy inefficient, greatly increasing their 
ECU requirements. 
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Figure 1-1.  B-huts (left) and B-hut drawing (right). 

 

1.1.2 SEA and SWA huts 

SEA huts and Southwest Asia huts (SWA huts) were developed for their 
corresponding climate regions and originated during the Vietnam conflict 
as semi-permanent living quarters. SEA huts were originally built with 
wooden floors and walls with a canvas roof. SWA huts are more recent in-
carnations of the SEA huts, but of all wood construction. Their appearance 
often is similar to B-huts and their names may be used interchangeably.  

1.1.3 CMU hut 

CMU huts have the same footprint as B-huts, but are built out of concrete 
blocks and mortar in layers with an attached roof system (i.e., wooden 
truss, plywood, and corrugated steel). 

1.1.4 Soft shelters 

There are many types of soft shelters or tents used at contingency bases, 
but most of them have the same issues, e.g., leaks (air and water), ineffi-
cient energy usage, temperature changes, and drafts. Insulated tent liners 
are starting to become available to improve their thermal performance. 
The addition of entry vestibules with multiple zippered entries can also 
help reduce drafts.  

1.1.5 SIP huts 

The use of prefabricated Structural Insulated Panels (SIPs) offers signifi-
cant benefits for enhancing the thermal performance of building envelopes 
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and reduces assembly time. SIPs used in a simple structure known as the 
“SIP hut” can eliminate or reduce many of the problems associated with 
existing structures constructed in theater. The concept of the SIP hut was 
developed by COL Meyer and LTC Hart at the U.S. Military Academy at 
West Point (USMA) and suggested as a more energy efficient and more 
easily constructible alternative to current hard-side shelters. In collabora-
tion with the Engineering Research Development Center, Construction 
Engineering Research Laboratory (ERDC-CERL), USMA-led teams built a 
total of five SIP huts including one at West Point, NY, one at Camp Rob-
erts, CA, one at Champaign, IL and two at Fort Leonard Wood, MO. The 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), which is at the leading edge of 
research in the development, performance evaluation, and deployment of 
emerging building technologies, was tasked to assist ERDC-CERL to eval-
uate the performance of the ERDC-CERL Forward Operating Base Labora-
tory (EFOB-L) SIP hut for potential widespread implementation of SIP hut 
technology in U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) applications.  

However, the durability, life cycle costs, and effectiveness of this technology 
must first be evaluated and demonstrated. The work, which is being jointly 
conducted with on-going shelter evaluations by CERL, U.S. Army Natick 
Soldier Research, Development and Engineering Center (NSRDEC), and the 
Contingency Basing Integration and Technology Evaluation Center 
(CBITEC) at Fort Leonard Wood, MO, was undertaken to test the energy 
efficiency, logistics, constructability, durability, life cycle costs, and indoor 
air quality (IAQ) of the SIP hut relative to the currently used B-hut. 

1.2 Objectives 

A general objective of this work was to resolve performance and construc-
tion issues of current structures used at contingency bases by developing 
basic, needed improvements to semi-permanent structures while main-
taining current structural and durability requirements and keeping life cy-
cle costs at a minimum so that they would meet the following criteria: 

• Rapid Constructability. One squad (eight Soldiers) should be able to 
build the designed structure in 12 squad hours or less using only hand 
tools. 

• Reduced Transportation Requirements. The entire structure should fit 
into a standard 20-ft shipping container. The structure should be de-
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signed so that it can be easily disassembled, transported, and reused in 
another location. 

• Improved Energy Efficiency. The building design should reduce fuel 
consumption through building envelope improvements. 

Specific objectives of this stage of work, undertaken after the initial devel-
opment of the SIP hut, were to: 

• Determine energy savings by performing a side-by-side comparison of 
the SIP hut with the B-hut. 

• Verify that the SIP hut meets air quality standards pertaining to vola-
tile organic compounds (VOCs) and CO2. 

• Evaluate the SIP hut for its ability to meet fire safety requirements. 
• Develop recommendations for further improvements to the SIP hut. 

1.3 Scope 

The scope of the project is to build, evaluate, and improve the construction 
and performance over the life cycle of the SIP huts. As such, a SIP hut will 
continue to be monitored and evaluated at ERDC-CERL and at the 
CBITEC at Fort Leonard Wood, MO. This work is based on the assumption 
that these SIP hut sites are representative of constructions in the field and 
that the data between the types of huts are comparative. 

1.4 Approach 

The objectives of this work were met through the following steps: 

1. Following previous testing on earlier versions of the SIP hut at USMA and 
ERDC-CERL, ERDC-CERL designed and USMA cadets constructed a SIP 
hut at the EFOB-L. 

2. Tests were done to evaluate the performance of a baseline B-hut and the 
SIP hut for: (a) energy efficiency, (b) air quality, and (c) other general per-
formance parameters. 

3. The results from the two huts were compared, conclusions were drawn, 
and recommendations formulated for construction improvements to the 
hut design, and for further study. 
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1.5 Mode of technology transfer 

On completion of full demonstration and validation for safety, efficiency, 
durability, life cycle costs, etc. under actual Soldier loads, SIP technology 
will be considered for transfer to the Department of Defense through the 
Army Facilities Component System, a program of record that maintains 
DoD’s contingency construction standard designs and data. A number of 
different facilities now designed using wood frame, CMU, and prefabricat-
ed steel (e.g., barracks, administrative buildings) may be considered for an 
additional version using SIPs.  
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2 Development of the SIP Hut 

2.1 Concept of the SIP hut 

The concept of the SIP hut originated at USMA and was a joint ERDC-
CERL and USMA proposal to study lightweight systems for improving the 
building envelope efficiency of standard semi-permanent theater struc-
tures. In this effort, USMA investigated using SIPs as an alternative to tra-
ditional wood frame (“stick-built”) construction. SIPs are a proven tech-
nology that has been used in the building industry for over 60 years. They 
consist of an insulating foam core sandwiched between two structural 
panels, typically made of oriented strand board (OSB). Walls properly con-
structed using SIPs have higher R-values and air tightness compared to 
conventional wood-framed construction with fiberglass insulation. The 
goal of the USMA was to develop a semi-permanent structure that can be 
used in place of the B-hut with additional capabilities that include: 

• the ability to maintain more comfortable interior conditions while con-
suming 20% of the energy a B-hut currently requires 

• the ability to be constructed in 7-9 squad hours compared to the 
30 squad hours currently required for a typical B-hut 

• the ability to package and ship all material to construct a SIP hut in one 
standard 20-ft container 

• the ability to be quickly disassembled to allow reuse at a new location. 

A key advantage of USMA’s SIP hut is the use of panels produced by the 
Murus Company, Inc., which have a tongue-and-groove edge profile to al-
low fast and accurate alignment of joints between panels. The distinctive 
feature of Murus’ SIP is the incorporation of a patented cam-lock system 
located every 2 ft along the edges of the SIP to create the tightest possible 
seal between panels (Figure 2-1). The company claims that the cam-lock 
can save up to 30% on installation time over other SIPs.  

Before the erection of the SIP hut at ERDC-CERL, two earlier versions 
were constructed by USMA. The lessons learned from these versions were 
incorporated into ERDC-CERL’s SIP hut, termed “SIP hut 3.0.” 
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Figure 2-1.  Cam-lock system in Murus SIP. 

 
Source: http://www.murus.com/products/pur_sip/ 

2.2 Previous versions of SIP huts 

This section summarizes the work of USMA on the design and construc-
tion of early versions of the SIP Huts. SIP hut 1.0 was constructed at West 
Point, NY in April 2013 using SIPs for the floors, walls, and roof. The les-
sons learned from SIP hut 1.0 were used to create SIP hut 2.0, which was 
built 6-8 August 2013 at Camp Roberts, CA for the Joint Inter-agency 
Field Experiment (JIFX) sponsored by the Naval Post Graduate School. 
The SIP hut components arrived on Monday, 5 August and the foundation 
was prepared in 5 work-hours. Construction of the structure began at 
0920 on 6 August and was completed at 1230 on 7 August. Doors, trims, 
heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems, and electrical 
service were completed by noon on 8 August. Initial energy assessments 
showed that a 1-ton HVAC unit drawing 1150W of power maintained an 
internal temperature of 68-70 °F with an external temperature of 91+ °F. 

2.2.1 Site conditions 

The Camp Roberts site was a very level site with an existing crushed stone 
foundation (Figure 2-2). Minimal changes in gravel elevation were re-
quired to construct a level building foundation. The delivery truck parked 
adjacent to the construction site and a forklift was used to stage the SIP 
bundles for ease of construction. 
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Figure 2-2.  Site conditions at Camp Roberts. 

 

2.2.2 Foundation plan 

Foundation plans were adjusted (Figure 2-3) to facilitate construction on an 
austere site and support the changes to the floor structure. Foundation blocks 
were placed directly on the ground, then three foundation beams were placed 
on the blocks. Floor panels were placed on these beams. Three Soldiers were 
able to build this foundation in 1 hour, 40 minutes, or 5 work-hours. 

2.2.3 SIP hut components 

One goal of the overall project is to reduce the number of pieces necessary 
for construction. SIP hut 2.0 had 105 pieces and assembly required only 
eight cuts made with a handsaw. 

2.2.4 Erection and finishing 

Construction of the structure for this SIP hut took 10.5 clock hours using a 
squad that averaged 6.5 Soldiers for a total of 68.25 work-hours. Finish 
construction including the installation of the electrical system, HVAC sys-
tem, doors, and trim took 18 work-hours. The construction team consisted 
of COL Meyer, LTC Hart, MAJ Johannes, and Soldiers from the 270th Digi-
tal Liaison Detachment. None of the Soldiers had any prior experience 
with constructing a SIP hut. 
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Figure 2-3.  SIP hut 2.0 foundation plan. 

 

This version of the SIP hut reduced the number of floor pieces from 16 in SIP 
hut 1.0 to eight. This reduced the floor construction effort to 10 work-hours, 
or less than one-third of the time (32 work-hours) required by the original 
design. This improvement is considered to validate this new floor design. 

This version also included factory installed infill lumber in some locations. 
The goal of this installation was to reduce the time spent in the field cut-
ting and nailing/screwing infill material in place. One difficulty in this was 
in the dimensions of the built-up infill members on the end walls. Struc-
ture construction was delayed for approximately 1.5 clock hours because 
the end walls were about ¼ in. too wide. Walls were cut to fit by hand, and 
then erected. The concept of factory installed infill material was validated, 
but because quality control is difficult on built-up dimensioned lumber, 
engineered wood products are recommended for future versions. 

In SIP hut 2.0, the ridge beam was laminated veneer lumber (LVL) as op-
posed to built-up dimensioned lumber in the first iteration. This resulted 
in a lighter, straighter beam, which made erection easier. Additionally, a 
detail was added that locked the ridge beam into the end walls. The bevel 
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on the ridge beam was factory cut, which resulted in higher quality and re-
duced field construction time. 

2.2.5 Lessons learned and recommended modifications 

One goal of this iteration was to construct the SIP structure in 8 squad 
hours. If the time to resize the end walls is deducted from the construction 
clock time, then the structure construction was accomplished in 58.6 
work-hours. Scaled to an eight Soldier squad, this would mean 7.3 clock 
hours for construction. Since the goal was to design a structure that was 
constructible in 6 squad hours, the goal was not achieved. Based on this 
experience, it was concluded that an 8-squad hour timeframe is more real-
istic. This time assumed no lift equipment is used. When the foundation, 
doors, electrical equipment, HVAC system, finishing and roof are included 
in the plan, then 16-18 squad hours (2 day’s work) for the completion of a 
SIP hut is very realistic. 

Two areas that took up a great deal of construction time and effort were 
the installation of the screws in the floor shims and the installation of the 
inlet nailer and wall connection to the inlet nailer using screws at 4 to 6 in. 
on center. In future versions, it would be desirable to modify this detail by 
reducing the number of screws used by 66 to 75%. 

The inside wall height on this version was 8 ft, the normal wall height in a 
typical house. This could be reduced to as low as 6 ft, 6 in. without a de-
crease in quality of life. This would decrease shipping cube, weight, and 
material costs while increasing constructability. 

The use of engineered wood products was validated. Their dimensional 
stability and quality control makes them the preferred choice where pre-
cise dimensions are important. 

2.3 Previous testing on SIP huts at U.S. Military Academy, West Point 

Testing and data from West Point included: 

• Fragment Protection Analysis, which reviewed improvements to the 
building structure. 

• Blast Protection Analysis. 
• Finite Element Analysis. 
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• Life Cycle Evaluation, done to evaluate whether SIP huts provide over-
all superior performance compared to traditional B-huts, from eco-
nomic, environmental, and operational perspectives. Table 2-1 lists 
economic data. Based on these data, if adopted for use in base camps, 
SIP huts may offer multiple benefits: large fuel savings, which will re-
sult in appreciable long-term cost savings; reduced environmental im-
pact; reduced risks; increased base camp operating efficiency; and 
more consistent environmental living conditions within the SIP hut. 

Table 2-1.  Total savings from deploying one SIP hut. 

 

2 years 5 years 10 years 

Costs (USD) 
with ECUs & Generators $28,287 $71,802 $144,327 

without ECUs & Generators $16,696 $60,211 $132,736 

Diesel fuel (gal) 1,934 4,835 9,670 

Embodied energy (kWh) 57,538 203,311 446,267 

Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions (lb CO2 eq) 35,105 110,925 237,290 

Total impacts (Ecopoints) 1,425 5,190 11,464 

• Energy Use Modeling. 
• Blower Door Testing. 
• Thermal Performance (November 2013). 

Testing was conducted from 21 through 29 November 2013. Results 
were analyzed and used to compare the thermal performance between 
the SIP hut and a traditional B-hut at West Point. Surface, ambient, 
and internal temperatures were monitored as well as energy consump-
tion for heating. The SIP hut was heated with a heat pump while the B-
hut had approximately 4kW of resistive heaters. Occupancy of eight 
Soldiers was simulated with 750W space heaters between 1800 and 
0600 hours. 

The SIP hut consumed less than one-tenth the energy of the B-hut and 
provided better temperature regulation. The thermostat was set at 
71 °F during a period when external temperatures ranged from 19 to 
55 °F. The measured temperatures in the SIP hut were between 63 and 
76 °F, while measured temperatures in the B-hut ranged between 39 
and 72 °F. The SIP hut consumed 8 gal of JP8 fuel; the B-hut con-
sumed 82 gal of JP8. If this performance is scaled to a battalion base 
camp of 120 huts, the fuel requirement for B-huts and SIP huts would 
be 33,000 and 3,150 gal/month respectively. 
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• Energy Consumption Testing. 
An energy consumption test was performed on the SIP hut from 2 
through 10 February 2014 with a new ECU. The internal temperature 
of the SIP hut ranged from 70.4 to 72.8 °F, while the ambient tempera-
ture was between 3 and 46 °F. Energy consumption was between 12.68 
and 20.57 kWh per day, depending on the ambient temperature. The 
ECU regulated temperature much better than did the heat pump alt-
hough energy consumption of the two technologies was comparable 
given similar heating requirements (under ambient conditions). 

• CO2 and Air Exchange. 
CO2 levels in the SIP hut were modeled and analyzed under occupied 
and unoccupied conditions. The results of this experiment and model-
ing effort can be used to properly design a system that provides fresh 
air and reduces CO2 in the hut. CO2 levels were collected on 10 Febru-
ary 2014. The tests included an hour of occupancy in the SIP hut at ap-
proximately 1500. This caused CO2 levels to increase, and on vacancy 
to decrease due to the airflow by the ECU. Parameters from the SIP 
hut, ECU airflow, and estimated CO2 from occupants were modeled, 
which resulted in a closely represented dataset (Figure 2-4). The CO2 
performance was slightly improved, but not sufficient for occupancy. 

Figure 2-4.  CO2 test data and model validation. 
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3 ERDC-CERL SIP Hut 3.0 

SIP hut 3.0 was built on 7 March 2014 at EFOB-L in Champaign, Illinois. 
The foundation was prepared in 4 squad hours. Construction of the struc-
ture began at 1545 and was completed at 2025. The base structure was 
erected in 5 squad hours. Doors, trims, and final sealing were completed 
on 9 March in 2 additional squad hours. This section summarizes the work 
done at EFOB-L by USMA. 

3.1 Site conditions 

The CERL site has a compacted gravel foundation. Vehicles had direct ac-
cess to the site. SIP panels were delivered on pallets and were staged on-
site for construction from a single shipping container. Temperatures were 
in the 30s (°F) with windy conditions. Precautions were taken to prevent 
injuries caused by panels exposed to wind loads. 

3.2 Foundation plan 

The foundation plan and method of connection between the wall and floor 
panels was changed after SIP hut 2.0. Additional 2x6 members were added 
to provide a wider bearing surface on the outside beams and to connect 
adjacent foundation beams to provide for better continuity during con-
struction. In addition, a double 2x6 was added on both ends of the founda-
tion to provide additional support for the end panels of the structure. In 
this version, the walls were no longer attached to a cleat fastened to the 
floor panels. Instead, panel screws were inserted through the wall panels 
into the edge of floor panels around the perimeter of the building. This 
change reduced construction time by approximately 6 work hours. Figure 
3-1 shows the updated plan. Piers consist of precast concrete foundation 
blocks (Figure 3-2). On top of each block is a 6x6-ft beam running the 
length of the building. Beams are centered on the footer and connected on 
their ends with 2x6x8-ft beams using Simpson Tie Connectors. Concrete 
foundation blocks were placed directly on the compacted gravel surface. 
Excavation and adjustments of depths up to 4 in. were required to create a 
complete level plane for the floor.  
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Note that it is extremely critical to ensure that SIP-constructed structures 
have completely level foundations. Proper fit of the panels requires a level 
platform. Any future foundation settlement that occurs may compromise 
the seal between the SIP joints, and may allow moisture infiltration. In 
cold climates, if warm humid interior air leaks to the exterior, it may allow 
condensation to occur on the interior face of the outer OSB sheathing, 
thereby causing rot and deterioration to the OSB.  

Six foundation beams were then placed on the blocks and connected at 
their ends with supporting boards. Cleats were screwed into each founda-
tion beam to hold them in place on each foundation block. Tie-down ca-
bles were placed into grooves in the foundation beams and anchored with 
helical anchors on either end. Floor Panels were then placed directly on 
the foundation beams. Eight Soldiers were able to install the foundation in 
4 hours. Figure 3-3 shows a detail view of the laminating board, founda-
tion beam, foundation block, and Simpson Tie Connection. Figure 3-4 
shows the placement of the foundation beam cleat in the foundation block, 
and Figure 3-5 shows the finishing of the foundation. 

Figure 3-1.  SIP hut 3.0 foundation plan. 
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Figure 3-2.  Setting up SIP hut foundation piers. 

 

Figure 3-3.  Foundation connection detail. 
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Figure 3-4.  Foundation beam cleat. 

 

Figure 3-5.  Finishing the foundation. 
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3.3 SIP hut plan and details 

The goal was to construct the SIP hut 3.0 in 5 squad hours. Table 3-1 gives 
the inventory list of SIP hut parts and tools used. Pre-applied Line-X® pro-
tective covering on the floor, outer walls, and outer roof was new to the 
plans. Appendix A includes the plans for SIP hut 3.0. 

Table 3-1.  SIP hut 3.0 inventory and tools needed (piece count). 

Item Count Item Count 

Foundation Blocks 15 Wall panels 24 

6x6x16-ft foundation beams 6 Floor panels 8 

2x6x8-ft cleats 2 Roof Panel 18 

2x2x8-ft stays 2 Ridge beam 2 

2x8x12-ft edge beams 5 Column 1 

2x8x8’-ft edge beams 2 Bracket 1 

2x4x8-ft wall cleats 12 Helical Anchor 8 

2x6x10-ft roof inlet 7 Tie-Down Cable 4 

Screw Gun 3 Ladders 3 

Hand Saw 1 Chalk Line 1 

Level 1 String Line 2 

Tape Measure 2 Hammer 1 

Foam Gun 2 Drill Bit As required 

Screwdriver 1 Shovel 1 

Total Piece Count: 117 

3.4 Erection and finishing 

Nine Soldiers were able to construct the SIP hut 3.0 in 4.75 clock hours. 
This is equivalent to 42.75 work-hours, a decrease of 25.5 work-hours from 
the SIP hut 2.0 construction at Camp Roberts. Finish construction, includ-
ing doors, trims, and sealing cracks took an additional 18 work-hours. The 
team consisted of COL Meyer, LTC Hart, MAJ Johannes, Mr. Garth An-
derson, CDT Altonji, CDT Callaghan, CDT Crespo, CDT Ratzer, and CERL 
employees. Only COL Meyer, LTC Hart, and MAJ Johannes had prior ex-
perience constructing a SIP hut. 

Before construction, the SIP hut components were positioned in close 
proximity to the site for ease of assembly (Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7). 
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Figure 3-6.  SIP unloaded/staged (right). 

 

Figure 3-7.  Placing floor panels and locking cam-lock. 

 

This version of the SIP hut implemented a few upgrades. One of these was 
smaller dimensions. The wall heights were shortened to 6.5 ft. They were also 
shifted to sit directly on the foundation beam as opposed to the floor panels. 
This change allowed for quicker installation because screws were placed 
through the wall panels directly into the floor panels. The total time spent set-
ting the floor panels was 4.5 work-hours and the wall panels took 9 work-
hours. Figures 3-8, 3-9, and 3-10 show the wall panels being set. (Note that 
that two of the floor panels had the LINE-X coating applied to the wrong side, 
which explains why bare OSB is visible on the floor in Figure 3-9.) 
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Figure 3-8.  Wall panel placement. 

 

Figure 3-9.  SIP hut wall construction. 
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Figure 3-10.  SIP hut pre-roof construction. 

 

Another change implemented during SIP hut 3.0 was that a roof jig was 
used to assist in the roof panel installation. The roof jig, similar to the pro-
totype shown in Figure 3-11, was used to stabilize the roof panel and to 
protect the Soldiers doing the installation. The roof took 9 work-hours to 
install. Figure 3-11 shows the orientation of the roof jig. Figures 3-12 and 
3-13 show the structure with the installed roof. 

Figure 3-11.  Roof jig. 
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Figure 3-12.  SIP hut before finishing. 

 

Figure 3-13.  Completed SIP hut and partial build crew. 

 

The finish construction consisted of sealing the joints between panels and 
hanging the doors. This process took 18 work-hours. Figures 3-14, 3-15, 
and 3-16 show the completed structure. The following section discusses 
possible improvements to the process. 
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Figure 3-14.  Completed SIP hut on CERL’s EFOB-L. 

 

Figure 3-15.  Completed SIP hut – north face. 

 

Figure 3-16.  Completed SIP hut – Interior. 
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3.5 Comparison of SIP huts and B-huts 

3.5.1 Material and labor cost 

A direct comparison of the cost of the SIP hut to an equivalent sized B-hut 
at the ERDC-CERL EFOB-L site was not possible because different labor 
sources were involved in their assemblies. The ERDC-CERL B-hut was 
built by a local area general contractor while the labor source for the SIP 
huts and a B-hut at West Point was primarily cadets and instructors from 
USMA. Table 3-2 provides an approximate idea of the cost differences. 

Table 3-2.  SIP hut vs. B-hut costs 

 

SIP hut B-hut 

West Point* 
Camp  

Roberts ERDC-CERL West Point* ERDC-CERL 

Squad hours 10     30   

Equivalent labor hours 80.00 91.25 60.75 240.00   

Labor cost (hrs x wage rate) $1,753.60 $2,000.20 $1,331.64 $5,260.80   

Material cost* $14,500.00 $14,500.00 $14,500.00 $6,500.00   

Total cost $16,253.60 $16,500.20 $15,831.64 $11,760.80 $36,000.00 
* Source: April 2013 structural comparison by West Point. The material cost values does not include doors, foundations, 
roofing, HVAC, and electrical since these items are common to both buildings. For the labor cost, a mean hourly wage of 
$21.92 was used (Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational Employment and Wages, May 
2014, 47-2031 Carpenters) 

The cost for the ERDC-CERL B-hut includes electrical and lighting, but all 
other costs shown in the table do not include electrical, lighting, or HVAC 
systems. The actual HVAC systems used in contingency bases vary from 
military issued ECUs to relatively inexpensive commercial, locally pro-
cured split systems.  

Information from USMA on the labor expended on building the various ver-
sions of the SIP hut included both squad hours and labor hours. Although 
the labor (cadets, instructors, Soldiers) for these were “free,” a dollar value 
was estimated for comparison with civilian labor costs. In terms of cost 
alone, the average cost of the three SIP huts was $4,400 greater than the 
cost of the B-hut built at West Point. Note that these costs are significantly 
lower than the cost of the ERDC-CERL B-hut. The reason for this is that the 
ERDC-CERL B-hut was procured through a contractor. The amount shown 
for this B-hut included the cost of preparing and finishing the gravel base 
for the entire EBOB-L site as well as overhead and profit for the contractor. 
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Unfortunately, since the ERDC-CERL B-hut cost was part of a larger con-
tract, no itemized costs for labor and material were available. 

3.5.2 Shipping considerations 

If one considers the structural components alone (i.e., not including HVAC 
and electrical), the material weight of a SIP hut is about the same as that of 
a B-hut, but its volume is four times greater. Each weighs ~10,000 lb., but 
a SIP hut has a material volume of ~1,050 cu ft, and a B-hut has a volume 
of less than 300 cu ft. A 20-ft standard container (often called “CONEX 
boxes,” i.e., CONtainer EXpress military shipping containers) can contain 
only one SIP hut, but a container of the same size can accommodate four 
B-huts (Gebo). 

3.5.3 Assembly time 

Based on observations of the actual assembly of the B-huts and the SIP hut 
on the EFOB-L site, a B-hut takes approximately 1 week to be completed 
starting from a bare site to a fully enclosed structure. Note that this was 
with the use of commercial workers working an 8-hour day. The SIP hut 
was completed in approximately 2 days, again starting from a bare site to a 
fully enclosed structure, but with cadets and other Army personnel labor. 
For comparison, an AirBeam model 2032 tent, which is close to the B-hut 
and SIP hut in footprint, can be set up in less than an hour. 

3.6 Lessons learned and recommended modifications 

Construction of the SIP hut 3.0 validated many of the upgrades that have 
been made over the progression of the concept. The construction time of 
5 squad hours exceeded expectations. Shortening the wall dimensions and 
introducing a roof jig expedited the roof installation. Use of the roof jig 
added a measure of safety, as did the shorter dimensions, which reduced 
the height to which the heavy roof panels needed to be lifted. Placing the 
wall panels directly on the foundation beam made the connections to the 
floor panel more efficient and reduced movement in the wall panels before 
the roof was installed. Use of Line-X® protective coating gave the walls, 
floor, and roof additional durability. The following recommendations 
could further improve the process: 
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• Full construction details should be provided on the first day to help un-
load and layout panels.  

• Conexes should be properly packed and properly spaced to save time 
and to avoid issues that can arise when the conex doors are fully 
opened so they do not interfere with the unloading of the panels.  

• During assembly, at least two hex keys should be available for fastening 
the cam-lock assemblies. 

• Extend the double 2x8 connecting beams on the end of the foundation 
and shorten the 6x6 foundation beams to allow fastening directly 
through the 2x6 into the floor beams to eliminate the need for the 
Simpson Tie Connectors. 

• Use a ratchet strap to pull the end wall panels together thus closing the 
joints to reduce the difference between the width of the end wall and 
the length of the floor panels. Insert and clear the cam locks keys be-
fore lifting the roof panels to prevent awkward movements in locking 
the cams when the roof is overhead. 

• Introduce a waterproof tape or roof cap to seal the roof ridge during 
finish construction. Caulking the roof cracks is a timely and unsafe 
process, especially in wet conditions. 

3.7 SIP hut Version 4.0 

SIP hut 4.0 was designed and constructed at West Point in the spring of 
2015 as part of a research project sponsored by NSRDEC. This version in-
corporated a shed roof that reduced the total number of roof pieces by 
half, included four windows on the high side of the building above head 
level, and a foundation system that could be quickly assembled to account 
for variations in site elevation of up to 2 ft within the plan of the building. 
Based on design changes in SIP hut 4.0, the total structure was assembled 
by a four-person team in less than 7 hours with no mechanical lift assis-
tance. The team consisted of one person with previous SIP hut assembly 
experience and three people with no prior experience. Approximately 
2 weeks after initial construction, SIP hut 4.0 was disassembled, moved by 
truck to Natick Labs in Natick, MA and reassembled by a different crew 
with no prior experience in a similar amount of time as the initial crew. 
SIP hut 4.0 is shown in Figure 3-17 and Figure 3-18.  
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Figure 3-17.  SIP hut 4.0. 

 

Figure 3-18.  SIP hut 4.0 interior showing windows. 
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4 Energy Study 

ORNL is documenting the energy performance of the SIP hut by monitor-
ing and analyzing energy use in EFOB-L’s SIP hut, which is co-located 
with a baseline B-hut. This B-hut is a 16x32x8-ft (W-L-H, floor to ceiling) 
basic wood-framed uninsulated structure with exterior and interior ply-
wood walls, interior plywood ceiling, and a metal over plywood covered 
truss roof. The hut is situated on 12 to 18-in. high “floating” wood piers set 
on a gravel base. Figure 4-1 shows EFOB-L’s two B-huts (baseline B-hut in 
center) and the SIP hut. The huts are being monitored unoccupied and 
with no internal load.  

EnergyPlus (U.S. Department of Energy EnergyPlus Energy Simulation 
Software) models of these huts are being developed and simulation results 
are being validated against field-measured data. Validated models will be 
used to estimate performance of these huts at other operating conditions 
and locations. Savings achieved through envelope upgrade techniques, such 
as the use of insulation on walls, attic, and floor, and reduced infiltration by 
sealing joints, can also be quantified through the EnergyPlus simulation. 
ORNL is assisting ERDC-CERL in evaluating the performance of the SIP 
hut for potential widespread implementation of this design in the DoD 
building stock. 

4.1 Instrumentation and data acquisition system 

ORNL instrumented and installed a data acquisition system in the test 
huts. The huts are equipped with sensors to measure temperature at inte-
rior and exterior surfaces, heat flux through each side of walls, roofs (ceil-
ing in the case of the B-hut), and floor, energy use by the improved envi-
ronmental control units (IECUs), plug loads, and temperature and relative 
humidity in the conditioned space, in the space between the floor and 
ground, and in the attic of the B-huts.  
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Figure 4-1.  The improved B-hut (left), baseline B-hut (middle), and the SIP hut (right). 

 

An onsite station is collecting all weather parameters required to create an 
EnergyPlus weather file to run simulations and to validate models. Table 
4-1 lists the performance monitoring instruments and Table 4-2 lists the 
weather station instruments. An instrument to measure the direct beam 
solar radiation is mounted on Eppley’s automatic SMT solar tracker. A 
Shade Disk Kit (SDK) is mounted on the SMT tracker to measure diffuse 
solar radiation using a Black & White pyranometer. Each sensor reading is 
recorded at 5-minute intervals using a Campbell Scientific micrologger 
CR3000 (Campbell Scientific 2015) along with multiplexers. Two data files 
were maintained; one with 5-minute interval data and a second one with 
hourly data. Remote access of data for periodic monitoring and archival is 
performed through a telephone modem. Each heat flux transducer (HFT) 
was calibrated at ORNL using a LaserComp Fox-605 heat flux meter 
(LaserComp 2015). Figure 4-2 shows the data acquisition system (DAQ) 
and weather station. 

Table 4-1.  Performance monitoring instruments. 

Sensor manufacturer and model Parameter measured Sensor location 

Fenwall 192-103LET-A01 Temperature Exterior and interior surfaces of the envelope, 
conditioned space, attic, and crawl-space 

Honeywell HIH-4000-003 Relative humidity Conditioned space, attic, and crawl-space 

Concept Engineering F-002-4 Heat flux through envelopes Walls, roofs, ceiling and floor 

Continental Control Systems WattNode 
WNB-3Y-208-P 

Energy use Switchgear supplying power to the huts and IECUs 
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Table 4-2.  Weather station instruments. 

Sensor manufacturer and model Parameter measured 

Vaisala Weather Transmitter WXT520 

Outdoor air temperature 

Outdoor air relative humidity 

Wind speed 

Wind direction 

Rainfall 

Barometric pressure 

Eppley Normal Incidence Pyrheliometer SNIP Direct beam solar radiation 

Eppley Black & White Pyranometer 8-48 Diffuse solar radiation 

Eppley Standard Precision Pyranometer SPP Global horizontal solar radiation 

Eppley Precision Infrared Radiometer PIR Infrared radiation from sky 

Campbell Scientific Li-200 Solar radiation on B-hut one roof surfaces 

Figure 4-2.  Weather station and data acquisition system with remote access capability. 

 

To ensure that the measured solar data were accurate, the direct beam so-
lar radiation measured by the pyrheliometer was compared against the 
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engi-
neers (ASHRAE) clear sky model (ASHRAE 2013) that is used to predict 
direct beam solar radiation on a clear sky day. For comparison, Figure 4-3 
shows the measured direct beam solar radiation against the predicted val-
ues from the ASHRAE clear sky model during a fairly clear sky day. 
EnergyPlus uses the direct beam and diffuse solar radiation from a weath-
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er file along with the location and time to calculate the surface outside face 
incident solar radiation. Figure 4-4 shows measured global horizontal ra-
diation against surface outside face incident solar radiation on a horizontal 
surface predicted by EnergyPlus for 16-22 February 2015. These compari-
sons are needed to ensure that the solar data collected from the onsite 
weather station are reasonably accurate. Additionally, Figure 4-5 shows 
measured outdoor air temperature and relative humidity (RH) for the 
same week. These are examples of measurements that were used to vali-
date the EnergyPlus model. 

Figure 4-3.  Direct normal solar radiation measured at weather station and estimated with the 
ASHRAE clear sky model. 

 

Figure 4-4.  Measured global horizontal radiation and EnergyPlus calculated incident solar 
radiation on a horizontal surface. 
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Figure 4-5.  Outdoor air temperature and RH for 16 to 22 February 2015. 

 

4.2 Thermal properties test 

It is essential to use accurate material properties to build a good energy 
simulation model. The thermal resistance of an in-situ sample cutout from 
a SIP wall panel was measured at various surface temperature settings us-
ing a LaserComp Fox-605 heat flux meter (LaserComp 2015). In a separate 
test, the thermal resistance of 7/16-in OSB and polyurethane (PUR) foam 
alone were also measured. Figure 4-6 shows the specimen tested at ORNL 
and the thermal resistance values of a 4-5/8-in. thick SIP, as well as of the 
3-3/4-in. thick foam alone, and of two layers of 7/16-in. thick OSB at vari-
ous temperatures. The test result shows that the thermal resistance of the 
SIP panel is a strong function of temperature. Thermal resistance of the 
PUR foam decreases by 15% when temperature increases from 50 to 
100 °F. Therefore, variable thermal properties of each layer of material 
were used in the EnergyPlus model. An R-value of 6-5/8-in. thick PUR 
SIPs used for the roof and floor was derived from the 4-5/8-in. thick PUR 
SIP test result. 

The solar reflectance (SR) of surfaces exposed to solar radiation and the 
thermal emittance (TE) of all surfaces that emit infrared radiation are also 
important input parameters in building energy simulation. On 31 July 
2014, the SR of exterior painted wall and roof surfaces from the SIP hut 
was measured as 0.377 and 0.675, respectively. These measurements were 
made using Devices and Services Solar Spectrum Reflectometer (DS 2014). 
Two tests that were conducted at the B-huts at 10-month intervals showed 
significant reduction in the SR of exterior surfaces due to discoloration 
(Figure 4-7).  
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Figure 4-6.  Thermal resistance test result of 4-5/8-in. SIP panel. 

 

Figure 4-7.  SR of B-hut exterior surfaces measured on 26 September 2013 and on 31 July 
2014. 

 

Maximum degradation in SR was observed on the south wall, followed by 
the west and east walls. The SR of the north wall increased slightly. This 
indicates that the change in SR is directly proportional to the amount of 
incident solar radiation on the surface. The same can be expected from the 
SIP hut, especially on its white-colored roof. Therefore, it is desirable to 
measure the SR of exterior surfaces periodically. 

4.3 Blower door test 

Air leakage can account for 30 to 50% of conditioned air loss in some 
buildings. A blower door test creates a pressure differential across the 
building envelope and measures the airflow as a function of the pressure 
difference. A pressure gauge attached to the blower door assembly 
measures the rate of airflow required to maintain that pressure differential 
in cubic feet per minute (cfm).  

To measure airflow, the SIP hut and B-huts were closed-up tightly in ac-
cordance with standard blower door procedures (ASTM E779 [ASTM 
2010]), then pressurized and depressurized (compared with outside condi-
tions) with the blower door fan. A series of flow and pressure reading were 
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taken over a range of 10 different pressures equally spaced between 40 to 
75 Pascals (Pa). A comparison of test results clearly supports the observa-
tion that adequately sealing the EFOB-L structures enhances the air tight-
ness of the building envelope. Table 4-3 lists building and test results. 

4.4 EnergyPlus modeling 

Thermal and physical properties such as thermal conductivity, specific heat, 
thickness, density, SR, and TE of building materials were either measured 
on site, determined by conducting laboratory tests at ORNL (as discussed in 
previous section), gathered from the ASHRAE Handbook, or obtained from 
manufacturers’ data sheets. Each type of envelope system was then assigned 
one or more layers of materials based on the actual construction, and each 
surface was assigned its respective construction, outside boundary condi-
tion, and relative geometry. Building geometry was set up using architectur-
al drawings while important parameters such as the exact location of HFTs, 
and shading surfaces were verified with field measurements. The Conduc-
tion Finite Difference heat balance algorithm was used in EnergyPlus to 
model the variable thermal properties of SIPs. Figure 4-8 shows renderings 
of EnergyPlus models of the B-hut and SIP hut. 

HFTs were installed on the interior surfaces of walls and covered by an ex-
tra layer of ½-in. plywood and placed halfway between studs (or at the 
middle of the SIP panel) to measure the heat flux through the wall insula-
tion section with minimal effect from the studs (Figure 4-9). HFTs were 
also installed on the floor, east- and west-facing roofs, and ceiling (only on 
B-huts, as shown in Figure 4-9). The exact location of each HFT and wall 
configuration was maintained in the EnergyPlus model. 

Table 4-3.  Blower door test results. 

Building SIP hut B-hut 

Envelope Improvements Partially sealed with roofing caulk  
and tape. Insulating foam. 

None. 

Date Tested 9/2/14 7/8/14 

Pressurization (cfm/sf) 0.182 1.989 

Depressurization (cfm/sf) 0.204 1.828 

Average (cfm/sf) 0.193 1.909 

Flow coefficient (cfm/Pan) 17.99 318.12 

Pressure exponent 0.673 0.549 
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Figure 4-8.  Renderings of EnergyPlus model of B-hut (left) and SIP hut (right). 

 

Figure 4-9.  HFTs on wall and roof. 

 

EnergyPlus assumes one-dimensional heat transfer. It is desirable to develop 
a thermally equivalent wall description (ASHRAE 1145-TRP) in the 
EnergyPlus model to account for the thermal bridging effect caused by fram-
ing when performing whole-building energy analysis. However, the thermally 
equivalent wall cannot be used to compare EnergyPlus simulation results 
against the heat flux measured by HFTs. This is because the equivalent wall 
predicts average heat flux for the whole wall, whereas the HFTs installed in 
the huts measure the heat flux through a small section of the wall, which is 
practically unaffected by the studs or inlet nailers between SIP panels. 
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Exact latitude and longitude of the building location are essential inputs 
for the solar tracker to track the sun and for EnergyPlus to calculate inci-
dent solar radiation on exterior surfaces and shading. The values obtained 
from latlong.net for the B-huts and SIP hut located at EFOB-L are: Lati-
tude: 40.1516 degrees; Longitude: -88.2712 degrees. 

Infiltration is an important contributor to conditioning load. CERL con-
ducted blower door tests to characterize leakage in all huts. Table 4-3 (p 
33) lists the latest blower door tests’ summary results used for this analy-
sis. ORNL conducted tracer gas tests to measure air change rate during 
normal operating conditions. The next section compares the EnergyPlus-
predicted air leakage against tracer gas test data. 

4.5 Predicted vs. field-measured data and validation of model 

It is essential to validate building energy models by comparing simulation 
results against field-measured data to ensure that the models are repre-
sentative of the actual buildings and the simulation results are meaningful. 
A few validation examples of the SIP hut model follow. 

Initially, the SR of exterior surfaces were used from measurements taken 
on newly painted SIP panel (measured on 31 July 2014) and using the 
EnergyPlus default ground SR of 0.2. Figures 4-10 and 4-11 show the 
EnergyPlus calculated exterior surface temperatures and heat flux through 
walls to conditioned space, respectively, against field-measured data for 
1 week. In these figures, solid double lines represent measured data and 
dotted lines represent EnergyPlus simulation results. On these plots, heat 
flux to conditioned space is considered positive and heat loss from condi-
tioned space is considered negative. 

Figures 4-10 and 4-11 clearly show that the EnergyPlus estimates for exte-
rior surface temperatures and heat flux to the conditioned space match 
fairly well with field-measured data at nights and during cloudy condi-
tions; however, EnergyPlus underpredicted these parameters during sun-
ny hours. This is because the initial model did not account for the degrada-
tion in SR of exterior surfaces over time (see “Thermal properties test” 
[Section 4.2]), or for the increase in ground solar reflectance due to snow 
in the ground. 
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Figure 4-10.  EnergyPlus calculated and measured exterior surface temperature before 
adjusting SR. 

 

Figure 4-11.  EnergyPlus calculated and measured heat flux before adjusting SR. 

 

The SR of the exterior surface of the south, east, and west walls were 
changed to 0.45, 0.2, and 0.2, respectively and the ground solar reflec-
tance was changed to 0.6 for the period of time when the ground was cov-
ered with snow. Figures 4-12 and 4-13. show that the EnergyPlus estimates 
significantly improved with the revised SR values and new simulation re-
sults match fairly well with field-measured values. 

Heating loads associated with heat loss through the building envelope (Q ) 
were calculated by multiplying heat flux ( )q  by the surface area ( )A  on 
each side of the walls, roofs, and floor and then summing them as: 
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Q A q
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Figure 4-12.  EnergyPlus calculated and measured exterior surface temperature after 
adjusting SR. 

 

Figure 4-13.  EnergyPlus calculated and measured heat flux after adjusting SR. 

 

Figure 4-14 shows EnergyPlus calculated and measured daily heating load 
due to heat loss through the envelope. Overall, EnergyPlus’ predicted heat-
ing load match fairly well with measured data. For the period on January 
and February 2015, EnergyPlus underpredicted total heating load due to 
the heat loss through envelope by 3%. This difference is within the uncer-
tainty of the measurements. 

ORNL conducted tracer gas tests using a concentration decay method in 
the SIP hut on 4 and 5 December 2014, to measure the air exchange rate of 
the conditioned space during normal operating condition. Because com-
mon practice dictates that blower door tests be conducted with the IECUs 
off, the effect of these units on infiltration rate was evaluated by perform-
ing tracer gas tests with the IECU off and on.  
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Figure 4-14.  EnergyPlus calculated and measured daily heating load due to heat loss through 
the envelope. 

 

After releasing the tracer gas and achieving a well mixed condition, a 
LumaSense multipoint sampler was used to sample air from the north, 
center, and south sides of the hut. An Innova 1412 photoacoustic field gas 
monitor was used to measure the concentration of the tracer gas in the air. 
Figure 4-15 shows the results when the IECU was off and Figure 4-16 
shows the result when the IECU was on. These plots use the natural log of 
tracer gas concentration in the Y-axis, and time elapsed in hours in the X-
axis. The slope of the linear regression lines in these plots, multiplied by -
1, gives the air changes per hour (ACH). As seen from these two figures, 
the air in the hut was well mixed given that concentrations from the three 
sampled locations were similar. When the IECU was off, the average air 
leakage rate was 0.119 ACH. When the unit was running, the average leak-
age rate increased significantly to 0.828 ACH. 

Figure 4-15.  SIP hut tracer gas test result when IECU was turned off. 
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Figure 4-16.  SIP hut tracer gas test result when IECU was turned on. 

 

Figure 4-17 shows EnergyPlus-predicted ACH against the tracer gas test 
results with the IECU on and off. The blower door test results in Table 4-3 
were used in EnergyPlus in these simulations. Results from simulation re-
sults match well with those from the tracer gas test when the IECU was off. 
However, when the IECU was on, ACH measured with tracer the gas test 
was 4.4 times higher than those obtained through EnergyPlus. The in-
crease in ACH is potentially due to two main reasons: (1) the IECU chang-
es the building pressure causing higher air change rate, and (2) a leaky 
flexible duct connecting the hut and the IECU. The slightly higher ACH 
from the tracer gas test during the last hour shown in Figure 4-17 was 
caused by the fact that the door was frequently opened during this period. 
The tracer gas test was interrupted at ~1:00 a.m. on 5 December due to a 
power supply loss and it resumed the next day at ~10:00 a.m. after restart-
ing the generator. 

This analysis shows that the air leakage obtained from the blower door test 
must be adjusted for EnergyPlus to calculate a realistic air exchange rate 
when the IECU is running. Therefore, a schedule file that is based on the 
IECU run time was created and used so that EnergyPlus could calculate ACH 
using the flow coefficient from the blower door test when the IECU is not 
running, and could use the adjusted flow coefficient when the IECU is run-
ning. From the limited tracer gas test data, an adjustment factor to correct 
flow coefficient was calculated as 4.43. Figure 4-18 shows the improvements 
to the EnergyPlus-predicted ACH after adjusting the flow coefficient. 
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Figure 4-17.  Plot of EnergyPlus-predicted ACH (before adjusting blower door test result) and 
tracer gas test result. 

 

Figure 4-18.  EnergyPlus-predicted ACH (after adjusting blower door test result) and tracer gas 
test result. 

 

Figure 4-19.  EnergyPlus-predicted daily heating load due to heat loss through envelope and 
due to air leakage. 
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Figure 4-19 shows the EnergyPlus-predicted daily heating load due to heat 
loss through envelope (also shown in Figure 4-14) and due to air leakage. For 
the SIP hut, the magnitude of the heat loss associated with heat flow through 
the envelope and air leakage, which are the two main contributors to heating 
loads, are comparable during calm conditions. Overall, heat loss due to infil-
tration was 35% greater than that from heat loss through envelope. 

4.6 Energy performance of the SIP hut 

After the instrumentation of the SIP hut was completed in August 2014, 
data were collected and monitored. However, the power supply to the hut 
was frequently interrupted until the installation of a permanent power 
supply to the test site in December 2014. Therefore, this report includes 
energy use in the SIP hut only for January and February 2015. 

A DRS Environmental Systems 60 kBtuh IECUs model NSN 4120-01-543-
0741 was used to meet the conditioning loads of the SIP hut. An identical 
IECU was also installed in the baseline B-hut to allow a side-by-side com-
parison of the conditioning energy used. Monitoring began in December 
2014. Table 4-4 lists the IECU specifications (source HQDA and HQUSAF 
[2010]). For heating, three tubular electric resistance heaters, each with a 
3kW capacity, are used. Evaporator blower motor and tubular heaters are 
energized and condenser fan motor and compressor are de-energized 
when the IECU is set on heating mode. Similarly, the evaporator blower 
motor, condenser fan motor, and compressor are energized, and tubular 
heaters are de-energized when the IECU is set on cooling mode. 

The EnergyPlus-predicted hourly heating load was compared with the 
IECU power consumption to check how well EnergyPlus tracks the heating 
load at the SIP hut (Figure 4-20). The overlap between two curves shows 
that the EnergyPlus simulation results track the heating loads very well. It 
should be noted that the heating load uses the primary axis and the IECU 
power uses the secondary axis in this figure. IECU power is the sum of 
electric resistance heater power and blower motor power. However, the 
blower motor is located in the air stream so all the electrical energy used 
by the blower motor is eventually dissipated as heat to the circulating air. 
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Table 4-4.  IECU system specifications. 

 

Figure 4-20.  EnergyPlus-predicted heating load and IECU power for SIP hut. 

 

Figure 4-21 shows the correlation between the IECU energy use and the 
EnergyPlus calculated heating load. The linear regression equation allows the 
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calculation of the approximate IECU power from the EnergyPlus-estimated 
heating load for the SIP hut. The average heating load from the SIP hut from 
January to February 2015 was 1.95 kW and the average IECU power for the 
same period was 2.85kW. Therefore, energy consumption by the IECU was 
1.95 times the heating load. The major contributors to this loss are the heat 
loss from the flexible supply and the return ducts between the IECU and the 
shelter, and the heat loss from the IECU housing. Heat transfer through the 
ducts will be modeled using AirflowNetwork subroutine in EnergyPlus to in-
clude in final report. Figure 4-22 shows the IECU that serves the SIP hut and 
the flexible ducts used as supply and return ducts. 

4.7 Energy performance comparison: SIP hut vs. B-hut 

This study attempts to determine the energy efficiency of the SIP hut rela-
tive to the baseline B-hut. To that end, the energy used by the IECUs serv-
ing each hut was compared. The IECU alone could not maintain the de-
sired temperature condition in the baseline B-hut; therefore, supplemental 
electrical resistance heaters were also used and their energy use was in-
cluded in this report. 

Figure 4-21.  Correlation between EnergyPlus-predicted heating load 
and IECU power for SIP hut. 
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Figure 4-22.  IECU serving the SIP hut and the flexible ducts used as supply and return ducts. 

 

Figure 4-23 shows hourly heating energy use and Figure 4-24 shows in-
door air temperature in the two huts. IECUs at the two EFOB-L B-huts 
were tripped during part of the first half of January 2015, which explains 
the missing data in these figures. Figure 4-25 shows the weekly average of 
the hourly heating energy for when the IECUs were operating in both huts. 
Indoor air temperature swing in the baseline B-hut was much more varia-
ble than that of the SIP hut during the monitoring period.  

Figure 4-23.  Hourly heating energy use in the test huts. 
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Figure 4-24.  Indoor air temperature in the test huts. 

 

Figure 4-25.  Weekly average of hourly heating energy, unadjusted for indoor air temperature. 

 

To estimate the heating energy use in each hut as if they were maintained 
at 70 °F, a fixed indoor air temperature of 70 °F was set in EnergyPlus and 
the simulations were rerun. Correction factors were calculated as ratios 
between EnergyPlus-predicted heating load when the indoor air tempera-
ture was set at 70 °F and when the measured indoor air temperature from 
each hut was used in EnergyPlus. Multiplying the measured IECU hourly 
energy use from each hut by these correction factors gives heating energy 
demand if the indoor air temperature was maintained at 70 °F. Figure 
4-26 shows the hourly heating energy, Figure 4-27 shows the weekly aver-
age of the hourly heating energy, and Table 4-5 lists the average and max-
imum hourly heating energy after adjusting the indoor air temperature to 
70°F for periods of time when the IECUs were on in both huts. 
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Figure 4-26.  Hourly heating energy after adjusting indoor air temperature to 70 °F. 

 

Figure 4-27.  Weekly average of hourly heating energy, after adjusting indoor air temperature. 

 

Table 4-5.  Hourly heating energy at 70 °F indoor air temperature, kWh. 

 

Average Max 

SIP hut 2.77 5.28 

Baseline B-hut 11.21 23.14 

IECUs in the SIP hut and B-hut were instrumented in August and Decem-
ber 2014, respectively. Therefore, cooling energy use data were not availa-
ble at the time of the writing of this report to compare performance of the 
huts during cooling season. However, simulation results of the semi-
calibrated EnergyPlus models were used to predict cooling load ratio of the 
SIP hut and the B-hut, which show that the SIP hut will require about one-
sixth of cooling energy as compared to the baseline B-hut. A fixed cooling 
setpoint of 75 °F, unoccupied hut with no internal load, and weather file 
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for Champaign, IL were used for those simulations. Analysis will be per-
formed and presented in a final report that will determine sensitivity of 
setpoint temperature and internal load on cooling and heating energy de-
mand for various locations. 

A notable observation from the data collected so far is that not only did the 
B-hut require much more heating energy than did the SIP hut, but its en-
ergy use varied much more broadly than the B-hut’s relatively consistent 
level of energy use. At the same time, the temperature swings inside the B-
hut were also much greater than inside the SIP hut, which would cause 
discomfort to the B-hut’s occupants. The B-hut will require a larger heat-
ing/cooling unit to maintain a consistently comfortable temperature level. 
A base with a number of B-huts will also need to maintain a larger capacity 
power generation capability to handle peak energy usage compared with a 
base with a similar number of SIP huts.  
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5 Air Quality Study  
ERDC-CERL performed two separate IAQ studies on the ERDC-CERL SIP 
hut in May 2014 and March 2015. The SIP components are constructed of 
polyurethane closed-cell foam sandwiched between two sections of OSB. 
The SIP hut panels’ exterior surfaces were also painted with a Line-X® 
protective coating (see Appendix B for technical data sheets), and open-
ings in the structure were sealed using spray polyurethane foam and sev-
eral types of caulk. All of these materials have the potential for emitting 
chemicals into the indoor air through outgassing, i.e., the release of vari-
ous gases from the materials. The combination of a tight building structure 
and outgassing of construction materials could lead to an uncomfortable 
or unsafe IAQ environment.  

The objective of this work was to determine if the SIP hut provides a safe IAQ 
environment for Soldiers occupying the hut. These studies were specifically 
targeted toward outgassing of construction materials. The second study also 
included measurements to determine the effectiveness of an energy recovery 
air ventilation system in reducing the indoor total VOC concentration. 

5.1 May 2014 ERDC-CERL SIP hut IAQ study: Construction material 
outgassing 

The IAQ sampling and data collection took place from 20 through 22 May 
2014. The weather during the 3 days was quite variable. High/Low tem-
peratures varied from 87/58 °F, 91 /66 °F, 77/56 °F, respectively, during 
each day of this period. The high temperature for 21 May 2014 set a new 
local record. Appendix C includes other weather details for these 3 days. 

5.1.1 Experimental setup 

Ventilation system 

Heating, cooling, and ventilation for the SIP hut were provided by a 60K 
BTU/hr IECU), HD-1240/G, Model 60K IECU. Figure 5-1 shows a photo 
of the Model 60K IECU. The IECU is controlled with a remote control unit 
(Figure 5-2).  
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Figure 5-1.  60K Btu/hr IECU. Figure 5-2.  IECU remote control unit. 

 
 

The remote control unit has a selector switch and a thermostat dial con-
trol. The selector switch has settings for off, vent, heat, and cool. The 
“OFF” setting de-energizes all functions of the IECU, the “VENT” setting 
turns on the evaporator blower motor without heating or cooling, the 
“HEAT” setting turns on the evaporator blower motor and allows heating 
but not cooling, and the “COOL” setting turns on the evaporator blower 
motor and allows cooling but not heating. When “VENT,” “HEAT,” or 
“COOL” are selected, the evaporator blower motor operates continuously. 
The IECU allows outdoor air ventilation through a slotted flange assembly 
at the return air inlet (Figure 5-3). The amount of outdoor air is roughly 
controlled by sliding the return air duct to expose more or less of the slots 
in the return air duct flange. 

5.1.2 IAQ assessment methods 

The study focused on potentially toxic organic gases known to outgas from 
construction materials. The testing included a real-time continuous meas-
urement of total VOCs, Dräger-tube real-time measurement of formalde-
hyde and styrene, collection of gas samples in evacuated canisters for later 
laboratory analysis using EPA TO-15, and collection of gas samples in 
sorbent tubes for later analysis of aldehydes using NIOSH Method 2016. 
Total VOCs measurement can be a general qualitative indicator of IAQ 
problems; formaldehyde and other aldehydes are common organic gases 
emitted from OSB; and styrene was initially selected since most SIPs con-
tain polystyrene foam.  
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Figure 5-3.  IECU drawing – showing the location of the slotted flange assembly. 

 

Later it was determined that the foam was polyurethane limiting the value 
of any styrene results. EPA TO-15 has become a common method for de-
termining concentrations of around 75 specific toxic organic air emissions 
in indoor air and NIOSH Method 2016 is a common way to measure alde-
hyde emissions in indoor air. All these testing methods were employed at 
the same time during each of the test conditions that will be described lat-
er in this report. 

5.1.2.1 Total VOCs 

The real-time total VOCs testing was conducted using an RAE Systems ppb 
RAE 3000 (SN 594-903299) portable photoionization detector (PID) with a 
parts per billion (ppb) detection resolution. The device was programmed to 
record an average VOC reading every minute. The data were recorded in the 
local memory of the device and later downloaded to a computer. The detec-
tor was calibrated before each test using a 10 parts per million (ppm) 
(10,000 ppb) isobutylene in air calibration mixture. Before each SIP hut 
test, the PID detector was started outside the hut to sample ambient air 
(with an expected 0 ppb reading) before being moved into the hut. The de-
vice was placed on a table near the center of the hut for the majority of each 
test, which lasted about an hour. Occasionally the PID detector was briefly 
moved around the hut to the corners and other locations to determine if 
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there were specific VOC emission points. This PID detector does not 
speciate the VOCs, but instead measures the total hydrocarbon concentra-
tion in terms of the reference gas (isobutylene). As a general guideline, a 
concentration value of 1,000 ppb or higher indicates that the VOC level may 
be of concern (RAE Application Note AP-212). The severity of the concern 
depends largely on the specific compounds present. Therefore, the total 
VOCs concentration should only be considered as a qualitative indicator. 

5.1.2.2 Speciated VOCs 

Specific VOCs were measured using EPA Method TO-15. In Method TO-15, 
samples are collected in an evacuated stainless steel canister known as a 
SUMMA® canister and sent to a laboratory for analysis of specific VOCs by 
a gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer (GC/MS). The laboratory analyzes 
the gas sample for a specific list of organic gases found in the method. The 
SUMMA® canister collects the gases at a constant flowrate using a critical 
orifice built into the canister collection tubing. Sampling is complete when a 
regulator gauge attached to the canister shows that the pressure inside the 
canister is close to ambient. The samples in the SIP hut were collected over 
about a 20-minute sampling period on a table in the middle of the hut. 

5.1.2.3 Formaldehyde and other aldehydes 

Aldehydes were measured using both Dräger-tubes and by NIOSH Method 
2016. The Dräger-tubes work by pumping a specified volume of air 
through the tubes that will express a color change when aldehydes are pre-
sent. Dräger-tube formaldehyde 0.2/a in conjunction with an activation 
tube were used in combination to get the lowest range of detection possi-
ble (0.04 to 0.5 ppm). The color changes from white to pink in the pres-
ence of formaldehyde. Styrene, vinyl acetate, acetaldehyde, acrolein, diesel 
fuel, and furfuryl alcohol are interferents and are indicated with a yellow-
ish brown discoloration of the tube. The Dräger-tube measurements were 
made in the center of the SIP hut near the beginning of each test. The 
pumping of the specified amount of air took from 25 to 30 minutes. 

Aldehyde sampling through sorbent tubes also occurred near the center of 
the SIP hut. The flowrate of the sample pump was set at 0.25 L per minute 
(lpm) and the samples were collected for an hour so that 15 L of air flowed 
through the sorbent tube. This is the maximum amount allowed by the 
NIOSH method and therefore provides the lowest detection level possible 
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(0.012 ppm for formaldehyde). The aldehyde profile for detection included 
acetaldehyde, acetone, acrolein, formaldehyde, butyraldehyde, benzalde-
hyde, and crotonaldehyde. Unfortunately these samples were lost by the 
laboratory, and no results from NIOSH Method 2016 will be reported. 

5.1.2.4 Styrene 

Styrene was measured using Dräger-tube Styrene 10/a. Dräger-tubes work 
by pumping a specified volume of air through the tubes that will express a 
color change when styrene is present. The measurement range of this tube 
is 10 to 200 ppm. The color changes from white to pale yellow in the pres-
ence of styrene. Other organic compounds that tend toward polymeriza-
tion (e.g., butadiene) are interferents, but with different sensitivities. It is 
impossible to measure just monostyrene in the presence of these com-
pounds. The Dräger-tube measurements were made in the center of the 
SIP hut near the beginning of each test. The pumping of the specified 
amount of air took about 2 minutes. 

5.1.3 Test conditions 

The study was broken into five test conditions to examine a range of IECU 
settings and SIP hut environmental conditions, as described below.  

5.1.3.1 Test 1: Baseline testing 

Test 1 was conducted outside and upwind of the SIP hut on 20 May 2014. 
The average outside temperature was 83 °F. This test determined back-
ground levels in the ambient air for all chemical testing.  

5.1.3.2 Test 2: IECU remote control set to OFF 

Test 2 was conducted inside the SIP hut on 20 May 2014. These conditions 
were considered the worst case scenario. The SIP hut was undisturbed at 
least overnight and a small fan was operated inside to help evenly mix the 
air inside the SIP hut. The temperature inside the hut was about 74 °F and 
the outside temperature was 85 °F.  
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5.1.3.3 Test 3: IECU remote control set to VENT and the slotted flange 
covered so that there was no fresh air circulation 

Test 3 was conducted inside the SIP hut on the morning of 21 May 2014. 
The IECU was started from the OFF setting 2 hours before the testing be-
gan. The temperature inside the hut was about 90 °F for most of the test 
with similar temperature outside the hut.  

5.1.3.4 Test 4: The IECU remote control set to VENT and the slotted flange 
completely uncovered so that there was maximum fresh air circulation 

Test 4 was conducted during the afternoon of 21 May 2014. The IECU was 
allowed to operate this way for 2½ hours before the test. The SIP hut was 
definitely pressurized under this setup as was evident by the increased dif-
ficulty opening the door. The temperature in the SIP hut averaged 94 °F 
during the test.  

5.1.3.5 Test 5: The IECU remote control set to COOL and the slotted flange 
covered so that there was no fresh air circulation 

Test 5 was conducted on the morning of 22 May 2014. The air-conditioning 
was turned on the previous day after Test 4 and allowed to operate over-
night. The air temperature was ~72 °F inside the hut during this test. 

5.1.4 Test results 

Table 5-1 summarizes total VOCs testing results across the entire test peri-
od. Figure 5-4 shows average VOC concentration per minute during the 
five test conditions. The average concentration appears to be very similar 
during the non-background test scenarios except for Test 3, where the 
concentration is about 10 times higher. The temperature inside the SIP hut 
was very high during Test 3, which probably resulted from the volatiliza-
tion of VOCs from the construction materials and there was no fresh 
makeup air to dilute contaminated air in the hut. The total VOCs levels are 
fairly high for all test conditions other than Test 3, but are probably of no 
great concern based on the 1,000 ppb level of concern. However, total 
VOCs results are considered a qualitative measure of IAQ and safety is 
most often judged by concentrations of individual organic chemicals in the 
air. Test 3 does indicate conditions that would be of concern and that 
would likely not be safe under prolonged exposure. 
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Table 5-1.  Total VOC results summary. 

Test Description Avg. Conc.(ppb) Temp (°F) 

1 Background test, outside 0 83 

2 Air handling system off 798 74 

3 Air handling system on, no fresh air 7114 90 

4 Air handling system on, full fresh air 668 94 

5 Air handling system on, cooling, no fresh air 774 72 

Figure 5-4.  Total VOCs inside ERDC-CERL SIP hut during May 2014 IAQ study. 

 

5.1.4.1 Test 1: Baseline testing 

The PID detector readings showed that the average concentration was 
0 ppb. In fact, all of the 1-minute average measurements during the base-
line testing were 0 ppb.  

5.1.4.2 Test 2: IECU remote control set to OFF 

The VOC reading started at 0 ppb outside the hut and then quickly ramped 
up to over 1000 ppb (1583 ppm recorded maximum) on initially entering 
the hut. The concentration then began to steadily drop throughout the 
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hour measurement period. The average recorded concentration starting 
from the first full minute of reading (Index 6 through 65) inside the hut 
was 798 ppb.  

5.1.4.3 Test 3: IECU remote control set to VENT and the slotted flange 
covered so that there was no fresh air circulation 

Reading started at 0 ppb outside and quickly ramped up on entering the 
hut to over 8000 ppb (maximum recorded is 8426 ppb). The average read-
ing for 60 minutes from the time of the first complete minute inside (In-
dex 4 through 63) is 7114 ppb. After the hour test, the monitor was moved 
around the hut and similar readings were observed in all parts of the hut. 
After taking the monitor outside, the readings went down to just under 
100 ppb, but not 0 ppb. This could be caused by residual VOCs in the sam-
pling tubing and the detector.  

5.1.4.4 Test 4: IECU remote control set to VENT and the slotted flange 
completely uncovered so that there was maximum fresh air 
circulation 

The reading starting at 0 ppb and increased to maximum of 790 ppb at 
about 15 minutes into the test, and then slowly declined. The average 
VOCs reading (Index 3 through 60) was 668 ppb. 

5.1.4.5 Test 5: IECU remote control set to COOL and the slotted flange 
covered so that there was no fresh air circulation 

The VOCs measurements were only taken for 37 minutes during this scenario 
because an aldehyde sorbent test was not conducted simultaneously. The 
VOCs reading went up to a maximum of 903 ppb twice at 22 and 33 minutes 
into the test. The average VOCs reading (Index 4 through 40) was 774 ppb. 

5.1.5 Speciated VOCs 

Table 5-2 lists the results of all chemicals that were detected in the 
SUMMA® canister samples for each test. The table also includes each 
chemical’s NIOSH Recommended Exposure Limit (REL). RELs are occu-
pational worker safety limits that should protect worker safety and health 
over a working lifetime. With the exception of 1,4-dioxane, all the RELs 
are exposures for time weighted averages across an entire working day. 
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Table 5-2.  Summary of EPA TO-15 concentration results in ppm. 

Chemical Name 
RELsi 
(ppm) 

Test Number 

Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 Test 5 

Ethanol 1,000 NDii 0.034 0.043 0.0077 0.0093 

Isopropyl alcohol (2-Propanol) 400 ND 0.054 0.12 0.0099 0.017 

Acetone 250 0.0061 0.3 0.74 0.071 0.12 

Acetonitrile 20.0 ND 0.26 0.28 0.1 ND 

2-Butanone (MEK) 200 ND ND 0.0084 ND ND 

Heptane 85 ND ND 0.0072 ND ND 

1,4-Dioxane 1iii ND ND 0.006 ND ND 

Toluene 100 ND 0.019 0.0085 ND ND 

Xylene (p,m) 100 ND 0.016 0.013 ND ND 

Xylene (Ortho) 100 ND 0.008 0.0065 ND ND 

Total target compound concentrations  0.0061 0.69 1.2 0.19 0.15 
I REL = NIOSH Recommended Exposure Limits 
ii ND = non-detect 
iii30 minute average concentration that should not be exceeded at any time. 

The REL for 1,4-dioxane is a 30-minute averaging time exposure value. All 
the results were well below the NIOSH REL values. The closest any of the 
results come to their REL value is acetonitrile for Test 3, which is 1.4% of 
its REL. Appendix D includes detailed EPA Method TO-15. 

Formaldehyde and styrene 

None of the Dräger-tube tests for either formaldehyde or styrene showed any 
detectable concentrations of these chemicals. The formaldehyde tubes did 
show some interference results from other chemicals as indicated by a yellow-
ish brown discoloration in the tubes, which was most evident in Test 3. 

5.1.6 Conclusions and recommendations 

The IAQ testing results from the IAQ study of the SIP hut show that the 
hut can be made into a safe IAQ environment by not allowing high tem-
peratures within the hut and by providing some outdoor air ventilation per 
standards such as ASHRAE 62.1 or 62.2. In the case of the Model 60K 
IECU used during this testing, ventilation is provided by uncovering the 
slotted flange assembly at the return air inlet. These recommendations are 
based on the total VOC results that showed a potentially unsafe condition 
when there were both high temperatures inside the SIP hut and no outside 
air ventilation. Test 2 and Test 5 also had no outside air ventilation, but 
the cooler indoor temperatures seemed to limit the outgassing from the 
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SIP hut construction materials. Test 4 had slightly higher inside tempera-
tures than Test 3, but the outside air ventilation provided by the IECU 
seemed to dilute the indoor air enough to compensate for the outgassing of 
SIP hut construction materials.  

None of the test results for any specific analyzed organic gas showed con-
centrations that would be of concern based on NIOSH RELs. There is 
some evidence that some of the organic gases detected by the handheld 
PID device were not part of the EPA TO-15 analyte list. This is because the 
sum of all the TO-15 concentration results were well below each of the to-
tal VOC test condition results and because none of the individual gases 
showed the large concentration increase for Test 3 that was indicated in 
the total VOC results. 

If future testing of SIP hut construction material outgassing is performed, 
the TO-15 analyte list should be expanded and “library” type analyses 
should be performed for GC/MS results that fall outside of the requested 
analyte list. In addition, the NIOSH Method 2016 should be repeated to 
get results from this potentially meaningful test.  

Other recommendations for future SIP hut IAQ testing include: 

• Test the potential for “baking out” volatile chemicals in the construc-
tion materials to reduce future emissions from these materials. A bake 
out would entail raising the temperature in the SIP hut to a high level 
in hopes of volatilizing a large portion of the reservoir of volatile com-
ponents found in the construction materials.  

• During Soldier occupation of the SIP hut, perform continuous testing 
of IAQ related parameters such as temperature and concentrations of 
water vapor and carbon dioxide. Soldier occupation will introduce new 
sources of indoor air emissions from the Soldiers themselves and any 
activities performed in the SIP hut. 

• Test the potential of separating the heating and cooling of the SIP hut 
and ventilation of the hut with outdoor air. A common strategy for sim-
ilar “tight” energy efficient structures is the use of a heat recovery ven-
tilator (HRV) or an energy recovery ventilator (ERV) system that pro-
vides adequate ventilation while minimizing the energy expenditure for 
the ventilation. The choice of an HRV or an ERV is based on the antici-
pated humidity level; an ERV system is appropriate for areas with 
higher humidity.  
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5.2 March 2015 ERDC-CERL SIP hut IAQ Study: Outgassing and 
ventilation effects 

An additional test phase was planned as a follow up test to the initial study 
performed on the ERDC-CERL SIP hut conducted in May 2014. During 
one test of the initial study, a total VOC concentration of concern was pre-
sent (average 7114 ppb) when the indoor air temperature was high (90 °F) 
and there was no outside air ventilation. This was most likely due to build-
ing material outgassing. The primary objective of the second test was to 
determine if an issue remains with the VOC level and if so, whether the 
newly installed energy recovery air ventilation system would effectively 
reduce the indoor total VOC concentration. The test also showed the effect 
of occupancy on the level of CO2 concentration inside the SIP hut. There 
are two notable differences between the two studies: the outdoor tempera-
ture range for the second study was much less than during the initial test, 
and the SIP hut was 10 months older. 

5.2.1 Experimental setup 

This study employed a different portable VOC monitor, a TSI Model 7575-X 
handheld Q-Trak monitor with a 986 probe. The 986 probe is capable of 
10ppb VOC detection with a PID that uses a Krypton lamp (10.6eV). The 
Krypton lamp detects a wide range of VOCs with the notable exception of 
formaldehyde, methanol, acetylene, and some halogenated compounds. The 
monitor used in the previous study uses a similar detector, but with a lower 
detection limit (1 ppb). The VOC monitor was calibrated at the factory (10 
July 2014) using isobutylene as the reference compound. Calibration did 
not take place in the field during this test because the proper regulator for 
the calibration cylinder was not available. This is acceptable because the to-
tal VOCs level is a quality indicator of the actual VOC concentration due to 
probable mixtures of VOCs, and testing the background level of VOCs out-
side the hut provided an adequate zero level for the tests. This probe is also 
capable of measuring carbon dioxide (CO2), temperature, barometric pres-
sure, and humidity, all of which were recorded during the tests. 

After warming up the detector, a background level of VOCs was recorded 
from outside the SIP hut and then the meter was set up near the center of 
the hut at a height of about 3 ft. It was positioned in the same location for 
all tests. Data were recorded every 10 seconds to the internal storage of the 
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monitor. After all tests were conducted, the data were downloaded by 
computer and placed in Microsoft Excel spreadsheets for analysis.  

The air handling system (IECU) with the temperature control (heat) was 
operated before all test conditions, primarily because the outside tempera-
ture was lower than room temperature. The “normal” heat setting is when 
the thermostat is set at the ½ point on the temperature dial. The resulting 
temperature in the hut at this setting is approximately 75 °F. The heat was 
increased for some tests. The “full” setting is when the dial is positioned as 
far clockwise as possible (pointed toward “warmer”). The IECU’s manual 
ventilation system (slotted flange) was closed as much as possible during 
all tests to prevent intentional ventilation due to the IECU. The time dura-
tion of each test varied.  

A ventilation system was installed between the time of the original testing 
in May 2014 and this study. The Fantech* HRV model SHR 1504 has a 
maximum ventilation rate of 170 cfm at 0.2 inches water gauge. Figure 5-5 
shows the installed system with ducting positioned near the ceiling of the 
SIP hut. Figure 5-6 shows the manufacturers label, the electrical connec-
tions, and speed switch located on the ventilator. Table 5-3 lists the condi-
tions during each test. 

Figure 5-5.  Fantech SHR 1504 heat recover ventilator installed in 
ERDC-CERL SIP hut. 

 

                                                                 
*Fantech, 10048 Industrial Blvd, Lenexa, KS, 66215, www.fantech.net  
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Figure 5-6.  Fantech SHR 1504 HRV electrical panel. 

 

Table 5-3.  March 2015 ERDC-CERL SIP hut IAQ study test conditions 

Test# Heat 

Temp 
Inside  

(°F) 

Temp 
Outside 

(°F) 
Wind* 
(mph) 

Ventilation 
System 

Time 
Duration 

(min) Comments 

1 normal 73 9 19 NW off 40 Early test on 2/18/15 

2A normal 68 22 19 S off 20  

2B ¾ setting 68-84 50 9 ESE off 208 Heat turned up at start of test 

3 full 84 42 4 E off 220  

4 full 83 50 4 NE on (med) 90 Started right after Test 3 

5 normal 75-80 61 9 WNW off 60 Warmer day, the inside 
temperature increased some 
during the test without adjusting 
the heat 

6 full 68-83 46 16 E off 180 Heat turned up at start of test 

7 off 81-78 58 13 E off then on 
(med) 

97 Started after Test 6. Hut at higher 
temperature to start from Test 6. 
Midway through the test the 
ventilator was started 

* Note that the ERDC-CERL SIP hut is a rectangular building oriented with the two ends with doors positioned north and 
south. 
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5.2.2 Test results 

The original plan was to test the effect of different ventilation schemes on 
the VOCs level inside the hut. However, because the VOCs concentration 
was negligible for all tests, introducing ventilation would have no mean-
ingful impact on that concentration. Table 5-4 lists the VOCs levels during 
all the tests.  

At no time did the VOCs concentration approach a level that would indi-
cate a concern (1.00 ppm). The highest VOCs concentration recorded was 
0.04 ppm. In contrast, the VOCs concentration exceeded 7 ppm under a 
warm indoor temperature (90°F) during the May 2014 study. The highest 
temperature achieved for the current tests using the IECU was 85°F dur-
ing Test 3. The VOCs concentration did go up slightly during Tests 3 and 4, 
which could be explained by the low wind speed during these two tests. 
That caused the natural ventilation through building leaks to be at its low-
est for all the tests. 

The measured barometric pressure remained nearly constant throughout 
each test and the RH changed slightly with respect to temperature, as 
would be expected. However, the most interesting result was a noticeable 
increase in the CO2 concentration when the test operator was inside the 
hut, and a noticeable decrease in CO2 concentration when the ventilation 
system was turned on or when the operator left the hut. Figure 5-7 shows 
the CO2 concentration observed during all tests.  

Table 5-4.  ERDC-CERL SIP hut total VOCs study VOCs results (ppm). 

Test # Start End Max Avg 

1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

2A 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

2B 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

3 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.02 

4 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.03 

5 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 

6 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 

7 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 
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Figure 5-7.  Carbon Dioxide Concentration inside ERDC-CERL SIP hut 
during March 2015 IAQ study. 

 

The background CO2 concentration (outside) was about 470 ppm as meas-
ured by the monitor. Most of the tests start at an elevated CO2 level be-
cause the operator was in the hut performing test preparation before the 
start. The operator was positioned approximately 5 ft away from the sen-
sor during the tests, with occasional movements to check on readings and 
equipment. According to the Illinois Department of Public Health, a CO2 
concentration above 1000 ppm is an indication of poor ventilation.* Given 
the trends shown in Figure 5-7, it appears that that concentration could be 
reached in a number of hours, and most probably in a much shorter time 

                                                                 
* http://www.idph.state.il.us/envhealth/factsheets/indoorairqualityguide_fs.htm  
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period with multiple persons present. The following sections include ob-
servations related to the CO2 concentration and ventilation are described 
for each test. 

5.2.2.1 Test 1 

The operator was present during this test and there was a strong North-
west wind. Natural ventilation was noticeable through the north door. A 
slight increase in CO2 was observed.  

5.2.2.2 Test 2A 

The operator was present during this test and there was a strong south 
wind. Natural ventilation was noticeable through the south door. A slight 
increase in CO2 was observed during this short test. 

5.2.2.3 Test 2B 

The operator was not present during the beginning of the test. There was a 
moderate WNW wind and natural ventilation was not noticeable through 
the doors. Initially the CO2 level decreased from a level caused by the op-
erator during test preparation. The operator re-entered the room after 135 
minutes, which corresponds to the immediate upward slope of the data 
curve in Figure 5-7. The operator remained in the hut for the remainder of 
the test and the CO2 level climbed above 600 ppm when the test ended. 

5.2.2.4 Test 3 

There was a light east wind during this test resulting in no noticeable draft 
near the doors. Similar to Test 2B, the operator was not present during the 
first part of the test and re-entered the hut after 180 minutes. The CO2 level 
decreased from the initial level (due to operator being present before test 
start) and then immediately began to increase when the operator returned 
as shown by Figure 5-7. The slope of this data curve is even sharper than for 
Test 2B probably because the wind was very low and coming from a direc-
tion where there were no doors so there was less natural ventilation. 

5.2.2.5 Test 4 

This test started 6 minutes after Test 3 ended; the CO2 concentration (606 
ppm) started at a level consistent with the end of Test 3 (598 ppm, Figure 
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5-7). The operator turned the ventilator on (medium setting) and left the 
hut at the beginning. The rate of decrease in the CO2 is much greater in 
this test with the ventilator than without as seen in Tests 2B, 3, and 6. 

5.2.2.6 Test 5 

This test was started after the operator was present in the hut for 40 
minutes. This is reflected in the starting CO2 concentration (585 ppm). 
There was a moderate WNW wind and a slightly noticeable draft coming 
in the north door. As expected, the CO2 concentration increased through-
out the test. This data curve has a spike approximately halfway into the 
test, which was due to the operator coming close to the sensor to check on 
the data recording. 

5.2.2.7 Test 6 

The operator was not present during this test. There was a strong wind, 
but it was from the east, a side of the hut that has no doors. The CO2 con-
centration curve is very similar to Test 2B and shows a decrease to the 
background level throughout the test. There was a small increase at the 
very end when the operator came back inside the hut to end the test. 

5.2.2.8 Test 7 

This test was started right after Test 6, which is shown by the consistency 
between the initial CO2 value of Test 7 (476 ppm) and the final CO2 value 
of Test 6 (474 ppm). The IECU was turned off for this test so there was no 
air circulation or manual venting, and the natural ventilation was minimal 
due to the east wind. The CO2 concentration increased quickly. At 
40 minutes into the test, three other persons entered the hut and re-
mained for 5 minutes. This is reflected in the sudden spike and stronger 
increase in the CO2 concentration. At 1 hour into the test, the operator 
turned on the ventilator (medium) and the CO2 concentration decreased in 
a similar manner seen in Test 4 until the end of the test.  

5.2.3 Conclusions and recommendations for VOC  

The measured VOC concentration in the SIP hut was very low during the 
tests. This indicates that there were no measureable VOC health concerns 
present and ventilation is not necessary specifically to mitigate VOCs. 
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However, the data show that the CO2 level is strongly dependent on occu-
pants and ventilation. They indicate that CO2 buildup can be a concern if 
the hut was to be occupied, and a certain level of ventilation will be neces-
sary to prevent occupant related IAQ health concerns. Further tests could 
be conducted to determine an appropriate ventilation rate, or confirm that 
the recommended ventilation rate (ASHRAE 62.1, 5 cfm per person plus 
0.06 cfm per square foot) is adequate. Based on the results of both studies, 
it is also recommended that a more thorough study be conducted to define 
requirements to bring a SIP hut into safe IAQ conditions when it is first 
constructed so that the amount of time required to remove or reduce po-
tentially toxic gases before troop occupation can be minimized. 
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6 SIP Hut Envelope Performance Issues 

Various performance issues with the EFOB-L’s SIP hut were observed dur-
ing the 1-year period beginning after it was first erected in March 2014, to 
the end of March 2015. 

Shortly after the first major rainstorm at EFOB-L, standing water was ob-
served at various locations inside the SIP hut (Figure 6-1). Not only was 
standing water seen, but water had also absorbed into the OSB panels of 
the building envelope (Figure 6-2). Closer investigation found that the wa-
ter intrusion was due to inadequate sealing of the seams between the SIP 
hut’s roof panels. The initial plan was to seal roof joints with silicon caulk-
ing. However, the width of the joints made it difficult to correctly seal 
them with the caulking on-hand. 

Several methods were implemented to prevent future occurrence of water 
leakage. These included the application of various types of sealing tapes 
and sealants (Figure 6-3). This solution was not fully successful as subse-
quent observations over the 2014-2015 winter revealed further water in-
trusion issues. Figure 6-4 shows the formation of icicles at the roof eaves 
where the SIP seams are located. Gaskets were investigated as part of SIP 
hut 4.0, but were not perfected. The sealing of roof joints is still an out-
standing issue that was not fully addressed in this work, but additional re-
search should be able to solve problem with little additional effort. 

The presence of icicles indicates that water had infiltrated into the tapes; 
their orange color indicates that some breakdown of the sealant between 
the SIPs may also have occurred. Inspection of the SIP hut’s interior found 
that water was still infiltrating through the panel seams as indicated by 
water stains at the ceiling-wall interface (Figure 6-5). 

External observation of the condition of the exterior of the SIP hut also 
showed the beginnings of deterioration of the surfaces and edges of the 
panels. Figure 6-6 shows separation and deterioration of the OSB strands 
in the panels. While water takes longer to soak into OSB, once the OSB is 
soaked, it will also take longer to dry out, which makes the OSB more sus-
ceptible to rotting (Fisette 2009) 
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Figure 6-1.  Standing water in SIP hut (14 March 2014). 

 

Figure 6-2.  Water soaked into OSB panels from leakage (14 March 2014). 

 

Figure 6-3.  SIP hut with sealant (left half) and roofing tape (right half). 
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Figure 6-4.  Icicles on seams with sealant (left) and tape (right). 

 

Figure 6-5.  Staining on walls from water infiltration. 

  

Figure 6-6.  Separation of OSB strands in SIP hut panels. 
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Figure 6-7 shows deterioration of the edges of the SIP’s OSB panels on the 
fascia of the roof eave. Some separation of the exterior coating is also visi-
ble on the bottom side of the SIP’s OSB panel. A temporary solution is to 
apply wide high-performance sealing tape (Figure 6-8) over the fascia sur-
face to cover the edge seams of the SIPs to prevent water intrusion. This 
type of tape, while very durable and UV-resistant, cannot be exposed to 
the atmosphere indefinitely and should be covered by flashing when the 
metal roof is installed. Performing these added steps of roof protection will 
of course increase the SIP hut construction time, and require additional 
carpentry skills. 

Figure 6-7.  Deterioration of the edges of the SIP OSB panels on roof eave fascia. 

 

Figure 6-8.  High-performance sealing tape. 

 
Source: https://sigatapes.com/product/wigluv-230/ 
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7 Integrated Protection of SIP Huts from 
Chemical/Biological and Ballistic Threats 

The SIP hut offers potential advantages over the currently used shelters for 
protection against chemical/biological threats, since its air infiltration 
rate, as measured by blower door testing, is low (Table 4-3). The average 
infiltration rate of a SIP hut is 0.193 cu ft/sq ft, approximately 10 times 
less than the 1.909 cu ft/sq ft infiltration rate of the B-hut. Tactical 
AirBeam soft wall shelters have an air infiltration rate of about 
0.98 cu ft/sq ft, or 5 times more than that of the SIP hut.  

The currently used technology for Chemical/Biological protection of tacti-
cal shelters is primarily overpressure (30-50 Pascals) to keep the contami-
nants out, and High-Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) filters, in conjunc-
tion with air locks (Figure 7-1) (HDT Global 2015). The minimum 
overpressure recommended for stationary collective protection shelters is 
0.1 inches water gage (iwg) or 25 Pascals, based on preventing air infiltra-
tion at ambient wind speeds greater than 15 mph. When preparing build-
ings and conducting test measurements, it is advisable to provide for a 
higher pressurization (0.2 iwg 0r 50 Pascals) to ensure 0.1 iwg is still 
achieved over time, as sealing measures and building structures may dete-
riorate. 

The high air infiltration rate for soft walled shelters requires a large vol-
ume of air flow, which expends more energy, larger HEPA Filters, and 
ECUs to handle the airflow. A SIP hut using a smaller ECU with HEPA fil-
ters with an average R-value of 25 (as compared to a soft wall shelter with 
an average R-value of 1) is potentially an energy efficient solution for pro-
tection against Chemical/Biological threats in contingency basing. The SIP 
hut has also shown to be relocatable like a soft shelter. In addition, the 
Modular Protective System developed by ERDC can also be used for pro-
tection against ballistic threats to provide an energy efficient integrated 
protection to warfighters against Chemical/Biological and Ballistic threats 
(Figure 7-2). For a video demonstration of the Modular Protective System, 
see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aClJlCam32U. 
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Figure 7-1.  Currently available HDT Global Inc. COLPRO System (XCP100) using tactical soft 
wall shelters and airlocks (http://www.hdtglobal.com/series/integrated-colpro-systems/). 

 

Figure 7-2.  Integrated protection of SIP hut. 

 
SIP hut and environmental control unit 

 
Modular Protective System 

 
HEPA Filter 
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8 Summary, Conclusions, and 
Recommendations 

8.1 Summary 

The SIP hut offers potential energy, logistics, economic and performance 
benefits, and holds promise as an alternative to existing soft and hard 
shelters. Its use of SIPs factory-precoated with a durable protective exterior 
coating, with a built-in cam-lock panel connection system allows a set of 
panels to be quickly assembled into a complete enclosed structure, even 
with the use of unskilled labor.  

This work evaluated and directly compared a SIP hut co-located with a 
baseline B-hut with identical floor area to determine and quantify the huts 
for energy efficiency and IAQ performance. This study found that the SIP 
hut has excellent building envelope air tightness, can maintain acceptable 
IAQ levels with proper ventilation, and may potentially use only about one-
fourth of the heating energy and one-sixth of the cooling energy required by 
an ordinary B-hut. The study also found that the SIP hut does have some 
issues with water intrusion, VOCs emissions, and fire protection require-
ments, which will be addressed in newer versions of the hut. 

8.2 Conclusions 

8.2.1 Energy considerations 

Identical IECUs were used to maintain desired indoor air temperature. It 
was found that the IECU alone could not maintain desired temperature 
conditions at the baseline B-hut. Consequently, supplemental electrical 
resistance heaters were subsequently added. Energy performance parame-
ters of the huts were monitored using numerous sensors and power me-
ters. Detailed EnergyPlus models of the huts were created and validated 
against field-measured data. Thermal properties of materials were meas-
ured for use in the EnergyPlus model. An EnergyPlus weather file was cre-
ated using data collected at EFOB-L’s onsite weather station and used for 
the simulations. 
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Heating energy demand is a function of the indoor air temperature 
setpoint vs. exterior temperatures. For this study, the heating and cooling 
units were adjusted to minimize the variation in indoor air temperatures 
between huts at all times. A procedure was developed to correlate and es-
timate heating energy use in each hut if the indoor temperatures were 
maintained at 70 °F. Adjusted hourly average heating energy demand for 
the SIP hut and the baseline B-hut for periods of time when IECUs were 
on at both huts were 2.77 and 11.21 kWh, respectively. The SIP hut re-
quired just one-fourth of the heating energy required by the baseline B-
hut. Similarly, adjusted hourly maximum heating energy demand (or peak 
load) for the SIP hut and the baseline B-hut for periods when IECUs were 
running were 5.28 and 23.14 kWh, respectively. 

IECU cooling energy use data were not available at the time of this report 
writing to compare performance of the huts during cooling season. Hence, 
simulation results of the semi-calibrated EnergyPlus models were used to 
predict cooling load ratio of the SIP hut and the B-hut. These predicted re-
sults show that the SIP hut will require about one-sixth of the cooling ener-
gy that the baseline B-hut will require. 

Note that, when the huts were monitored, they were unoccupied and had 
no internal loads—not even lights. Adding internal loads and occupancy 
loads will shift the need for heating and cooling energy. Some of the heat-
ing hours might also shift to cooling hours. EnergyPlus simulations are 
planned to evaluate impact of such internal loads on heating and cooling 
loads. The final report for this project will include those results. 

8.2.2 Logistics and setup time 

The logistics related to transporting the materials and assembly require-
ments are also important parameters in comparing the different types of 
structures. The amount of time required to erect a SIP hut, a B-hut, or a 
soft shelter was evaluated based on visual observations of construction of 
actual soft and hard shelters at the ERDC-CERL EFOB-L site. A soft shel-
ter such as an AirBeam tent can be inflated and set up in less than an hour. 
It does not, however, provide the relative comfort and protection from 
weather offered by a hard shelter. With its use of factory prefabricated 
floor, wall, and roof panels, a SIP hut can be substantially completed and 
ready for installation of electric, lighting, and HVAC equipment in 1 day. 
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In terms of labor hours, it took untrained Soldiers on average less than 80 
work-hours to assemble the SIP huts described in this report. This is a sig-
nificant reduction in time and effort compared to a equivalently sized B-
hut, which can take up to 1 week or more and a crew of 3-4 skilled workers 
to complete. Design changes made in SIP hut Version 4.0 has further re-
duced required assembly time to approximately 30 work-hours. The goal 
of in SIP hut Version 5.0, which will be investigated at West Point in FY16, 
is reduced required assembly time to less than 20 work-hours. 

It is logistically more difficult to ship SIP huts than to ship B-huts or soft 
shelters. A 20-ft standard container that can contain only one SIP hut 
(10,000-11,000 lbs) can contain three or four B-huts (~40,000 lbs), or 12 
AirBeam tents (8,500 lb). (An AirBeam model 2032 tent with a footprint 
similar to that of the B-hut and SIP hut has packaged dimensions of 72 x 
40 x 40 in.) 

8.2.3 Air quality study  

Air quality testing of the SIP hut was performed to determine if the SIP 
hut provides a safe IAQ environment for its occupants since the finished 
SIP hut is very air tight. The testing measured the amount of outgassing 
from the construction materials initially and over time, and the effective-
ness of an energy recovery ventilation system in reducing the total indoor 
VOC concentrations. 

The first round of testing showed that potentially unsafe conditions inside 
the SIP hut can occur initially from high VOC concentrations when there 
were both high temperatures inside the SIP hut and no outside air ventila-
tion. Later tests indicated outgassing does not appear to increase over 
time. Keeping the interior temperature at a reasonable level and adjusting 
the IECU or installing a supplemental ventilator to provide some outdoor 
air ventilation will allow a safe IAQ environment. “Baking out” the VOCs in 
the construction materials soon after the SIP hut has been constructed 
may help reduce future emissions from the materials.  

8.2.4 Effects of weather 

Durability was another key parameter necessary for comparison of life cy-
cle costs between the SIP hut and B-hut. Although this study did not con-
duct any type of durability testing on OSB or plywood, visual observation 
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of the SIP hut’s exterior surfaces indicated that some areas appeared not to 
have weathered as well as others. This may be due to uneven application of 
the protective coating on the SIPs’ exterior OSB surfaces. Although OSB 
and plywood have equivalent structural performance, they respond differ-
ently to changes in RH and exposure to liquid water due to their composi-
tion. While water takes longer to soak into OSB, once the OSB is soaked, it 
will also take longer to dry out, which makes the OSB more susceptible to 
rotting. A B-hut built with exterior OSB panels will be just as vulnerable to 
water issues if the exterior surfaces are not properly protected against the 
elements.  

As described earlier in this report, the EFOB-L SIP hut also experienced 
water infiltration between some of the panels, particularly on the roof. 
Two additional SIP hut 3.0 buildings were constructed at the CBI-TEC in 
Fort Leonard Wood, MO shortly after the EFOB-L SIP hut. The roof joints 
in the CBITEC structures were sealed with tape and have had fewer issues 
with water infiltration.  

8.3 Recommendations 

8.3.1 Air quality study recommendations 

Additional testing has shown that CO2 buildup will occur if occupants are 
present inside the SIP hut and no outside ventilation air is provided. Turn-
ing on the energy recovery ventilation system was effective in reducing the 
CO2 level. CO2 buildup can also be prevented if the IECU is adjusted to allow 
exterior air in the air supply. There may be times of the year where provid-
ing fresh air through the IECU would not be as energy efficient or effective 
as using the energy recovery ventilation system. Another recommendations 
is to add screen doors to the SIP hut’s exterior doors. Under many condi-
tions in many places, the best air-conditioning option for a SIP hut would be 
to simply open the two end doors and let the wind do the work. 

Base engineering personnel will need to monitor the operation of SIP huts’ 
IECUs and energy recovery ventilation systems in combination or separately 
to ensure acceptable IAQ levels are maintained for the occupants in the huts. 
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8.3.2 Water sealing and coating recommendations 

The OSB panel material used for the SIP hut is prone to degradation from 
moisture. The exterior surfaces of the SIPs must be properly and evenly coat-
ed to prevent water intrusion into the OSB, and all exterior joints must be 
sealed with the most appropriate tapes, sealants, gaskets or membranes to 
prevent water infiltration. Sealing the structure must be done while the hut is 
being erected, as sealing afterwards does not yield the desired outcome. 

Installing galvanized metal roof panels and a ridge cap on the roof surface 
will prevent water from entering the seams between the roof SIPs and pro-
tect the SIPs’ exterior facing surface from weathering effects. SIP Hut 1.0 
at USMA had a conventional corrugated steel roof, which added expense, 
shipping, and construction time comparable to a B-hut, but did not expe-
rience water infiltration issues. The use of tape and caulk in lieu of the 
metal roof was to reduce water intrusion. If this does not work, the use of a 
metal roof or some other durable membrane should be considered. 

Further protection in the form of flashing or drip edges over the roof fascia 
surfaces will provide the added protection to the currently exposed edges 
of the SIPs. A temporary solution is to apply wide high-performance seal-
ing tape over the fascia surface to cover the edge seams of the SIPs to pre-
vent water intrusion. This type of tape, while very durable and UV-
resistant, cannot be exposed to the atmosphere indefinitely and should be 
covered by flashing when the metal roof is installed. Performing these 
added steps of roof protection will of course increase the SIP hut construc-
tion time, and require additional carpentry skills. Another possible solu-
tion would be to apply a rubber membrane over the entire roof surface. 
The membrane could be fastened to the underneath side of the eaves to 
secure it to the structure. Developing a better system for sealing the roof 
surface will also be investigated as part of work on Version 5.0 during 
FY16 at West Point. 

8.4 Issues not addressed 

8.4.1 Climate 

This analysis of the performance of the EFOB-L SIP hut was conducted 
from March 2014 to May 2015. While the weather conditions during this 
period included all four seasons of central Illinois weather, they do not ap-
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proach the temperature and humidity extremes that can be encountered in 
other extremely cold or extremely hot climatic regions where SIP huts may 
be deployed. Based on observations of the degradation of the SIP materials 
over a year’s time at EFOB-L, the availability of more durable coating ma-
terials should be investigated, and laboratory testing done on the SIP 
components under more extreme environmental conditions  

8.4.2 Fire protection considerations 

This study did not address fire protection was, but construction of SIP huts 
in the domestic United States must follow the International Building Code 
(IBC) and National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) fire protection re-
quirements. The IBC classifies most wood frame buildings as Type V. This 
classification applies to buildings built with SIPs with OSB sheathings as 
well as B-huts built of lumber and plywood. This code requires a 15-minute 
fire-resistant thermal barrier, such as ½-inch gypsum board or equivalent 
performing material, on the interior. Type V buildings used for light com-
mercial or multi-use further require a 1-hour fire rating and a minimum 20-
ft separation between buildings. In addition, the NFPA 101: Life Safety Code 
(revised 2015) requires sprinkler systems in all barracks. Commercially 
available fire protective coatings can be applied to the surface of the SIPs 
that will provide at least a 15-minute fire rating. With the size of the hut at 
16x32 ft, egress should not be a concern since the furthest distance from 
any point inside the hut to an exit door is 18 ft. 

Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC) 1-201-01 applies to facilities located out-
side the United States. The UFC requires the same fire protection rating 
for exterior walls, separation distance, and sprinkler systems as required 
by the IBC, but these are generally for buildings with floor areas signifi-
cantly larger than a SIP hut. Waivers from the UFC requirements will need 
to be requested from the Combatant Commander or delegated engineering 
authority. 

8.4.3 SIP foam disposal considerations 

The proper disposal of foamed structures at contingency bases is a major 
concern for the Army. Foam pieces that are burned for disposal or as a 
scavenged fuel source by local inhabitants can emit toxic fumes. Although 
SIP huts are intended to be reusable, realistically it is doubtful a SIP hut or 
its components would ever be returned to the continental United States 
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after a deployment. Optimistically, a SIP hut could be relocated several 
times as long as joints and connectors are not damaged. Ultimately, how-
ever, the SIP hut will likely need to be disposed of at its contingency base 
location. Given this eventuality, further testing is needed to determine 
what toxic fumes may be produced if the SIPs, along with their protective 
coatings, are burned. An alternative approach is to investigate the devel-
opment of environmentally friendly structural foams that could be used to 
produce SIPs. 
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Acronyms and Abbreviations 

Term Definition 
ACH air changes per hour 
ASAALT Assistant Secretary of the Army for Acquisition, Logistics, and Technology 
ASHRAE American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers 
Btu British Thermal Unit 
CBITEC Contingency Basing Integration Technology Evaluation Center 
CEERD U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Engineer Research and Development Center 
CERL Construction Engineering Research Laboratory 
CMU Concrete Masonry Unit 
CONEX Container Express (military shipping container) 
CRREL Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory 
DAQ Data Acquisition System 
DoD U.S. Department of Defense 
ECU Environmental Control Unit 
EFOB-L ERDC-CERL Forward Operating Base Laboratory 
EPA Environmental Protection Agency 
ERDC Engineer Research and Development Center 
ERDC-CERL Engineer Research and Development Center, Construction Engineering 

Research Laboratory 
GC/MS Gas Chromatograph/Mass Spectrometer 
GHG Greenhouse Gas 
HEPA High-Efficiency Particulate Air (filter)  
HFT Heat Flux Transducer 
HQUSACE Headquarters, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
HVAC Heating, Ventilating, and Air-Conditioning 
IAQ Indoor Air Quality 
IBC International Building Code 
IDPH Illinois Department of Public Health 
IECU Improved Environmental Control Unit 
JIFX Joint Inter-agency Field Experiment 
lpm liters per minute 
LVL Laminated Veneer Lumber  
MEK Methyl Ethyl Ketone (2-Butanone) 
ND Non-Detect 
NIOSH National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health 
NSN National Supply Number 
NSRDEC U.S. Army Natick Soldier Research, Development and Engineering Center 
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Term Definition 
ORNL Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
OSB Oriented Strand Board 
PID Photoionization Detector 
PIR Precision Infrared Radiometer 
PUR Polyurethane 
REL Recommended Exposure Limit 
RH Relative Humidity 
SDK Shade Disk Kit 
SEA Southeast Asia (huts) 
SF Standard Form 
SIP Structural Insulated Panel 
SPP steam producing power 
SR Solar Reflectance 
SWA Southwest Asia (huts) 
TE Thermal Emittance 
TM Army Technical Manual 
TO Technical Order 
TR Technical Report 
U.S. United States 
USD U.S. dollars 
USMA U.S. Military Academy (West Point) 
VOC Volatile Organic Compound 
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Appendix A: SIP Hut 3.0 Plans 
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Appendix B: SIP Protective Coatings 

Line-X® XS-252 was used for the base coating and Line-X® XS-650 was 
used for the white top coat on the SIP hut’s roof. Figures B-1 and B-2 show 
the technical data sheets for Line-X® XS-252 and Figure C-3 shows the 
technical data sheets for Line-X® XS-650. 

Figure B-1.  Technical data sheet for Line-X® XS-252, page 1. 
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Figure B-1.  Technical data sheet for Line-X® XS-252, page 2. 
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Figure B-1.  Technical data sheet for Line-X® XS-252, page 3. 
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rtt·" ~ 1 ~•rl.\11, J lif1'"~' lfe~ot .. hll•lu ,. 
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Figure B-2.  Technical data sheet for Line-X® XS-252, Fire Retardant Resin, page 1. 

 

1, SUBSTAHCE/PREPARATION AHD COMPANY IDENTIFICATION 

Cgmpww· 
l~~'t"X rt iJ! !dli~ ()~ 4'C'fllt'l1tt :t•UXlPAIIr<(! 
G! lo lllonf:r.ntr~ fJ, !;:~nh 111111 
SnniFiAI'IIl. CA9?/U/ 

24 Hour Srni•ootcY Rosooosg lnfo!ma!lpa: 
ll lrt~ I flit ... I ~-~J 1:,0.-(.HJIX) 

I •t ll• X C•.,r1111ill-- J )f~t~. t tV".~t_) m.m;o 

Ct..,.. .. l family: ,.,., 
Synonymtl 
I tl'dh111'=" :·Nhl.;ttl l 'kn.t C !II ~ ~•11•'1+1 

2. COM POSITION/ INFORMAT10N ON INGREOlEN'rS 

CAS Number Content rNtw• 
... ~fi,.O ~ 

~ 2.0~ 

I ll ~1&6 7(1 " 

~· .. 
1'1)11 '\• 

:~u ~ 

tl6JI/i).~-· -NO "~• 

~".O 'lO 

3. HAZARD IDENTIFICATION 

Emergr;ncy gywyjg« 

Chemical name 

1\11'1(>1 
Oli;V;sl 

U~lh,·lt!f••,._il~Jt?t 
/ld llli'ole 

l'll yll'•lrl•~tlt 

Rat 1'\1 llcl.l:l~iba II 
[JII.Jit'"/Vhncthrll...,"fWttl~ 

l11111'r'f•VI·~ (llyt:rlt 

r ~llliON: M/\Y CI'IU>t lY£. ~INANDHl~PIHi\IC RY IKACI ··~HAI K•N 
INGESl H JN II'AI'G/1\JS( G,ll.'fl'IIC DISTIJR8AN~~ 
1 :d\l l A!llol::i MA 1£1-llftJ.. WHILl-1 C/IN CAU5l ct:N bi/IL Nf.kVUU.'> !.l Vs I £M UAMAl~L 
I AN f'N 1::11: l IV~ H 111\M~ 
<'liN 1'/\11'[ IOCINCY Cl.\M/\11: 
Mi\YB> HN...,H.L ~ SWAilCW\Jl 
•.t.~tAIL'lllflhlt II <tl \lfl.-1 ,, •A~1· ...ell) 

'·IN'ilfVl t-1 
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Figure B-2.  Technical data sheet for Line-X® XS-252, Fire Retardant Resin, page 2. 

 

Potrmtlpl hgalth (!tfoctl 

Pnmary routes of exposure 
R•".AAAOI ~•ltv 6!11 -'lllfiiJ'l..flfd I11.11J1ds."d ,lu(wu Hlld $lolil!n'vtT;t<1. lt-.J<.l'lt•JI-;ltll l ''~ ii-.lltliivu R~~~~~ ... ol•"'tllv 
lo 111 ~li~ rd.xfti llllml<ttaon ;ltld ~'(ll o:mlltl;l 51iin r.tlf1blt:l n'l<J '/ I )I iltt"'"' •A .,.Mv 1<-11 hqull!i:XJ gtt611il:b 

AcUIO toldC:!t)': 
hv~lnr' tM'/ r.ause j.:JI:J'!ollt~n~'!Jtt-.al 'l'fi~>I Ulbtim':UE.. 

lnlcM!ntillot t Oil' I h•lli>ilt"~llf< <t1Vt:rl 
l¥::1lla lr.gE«~n~r~rac:; kl k•fJO<Iooe&-ol dielhyi~M ~~~ (flf-C) rmv Pfot.b.e ·~a. """''u • .._, 
••l::ill1111 1~:.tli\>JI rtuh ljJift] GNS ~~~l~ •!dn!(.;l llvL'f11t:i'~lt:.l$ I!•! t il h•Uul,ll • l~;.'fl!.·ml~lll dn I •'I'VIIII• lto·•lll 

II~ tll(lliou fl'l; LJiell " ' toll.dM.llfln dna 
I ~Y:'Il~~~lo.i:lrnth.t Ujn bt· ~Lud liliC!l.I"Jh u,._. ..X.!! u \m.lt. 1\tii•VIIo, ~,tl l'.lt!IJ .. iiiOJl ~11 ho:SJU II' '"11111 
lllt~kli~ 

ll~riTIUhanl .. , ~CtJYtr_1"0 ~11 
'-:illl. il tllll\lt.l'lltl'-' \!Y\.I•~~~~Ii l~\ 1 •I f iiJ')I\•P'AeTII: \II•M~ \\"!ott ,l,;.,~n ''' J••,.JIItiu t 'I\':) r.;#klt":L~ Ill • k11 1' 
ht)'lll~l Ji ll·~ 1:> t tnl tll)l!sitlv~-d <)tH~M''" ·~uti" IJIII)J11...,'11 ' l'toh .4'tt.JI>d '"-""•0<FI)'4J!f' I<~ !h•' llkll t II VI)' 

!='IXU:e .sftghl sotla~ o lll'k' &s5U8 

I nita~~ 
II 1 dl.Olif{l b rn.srurdl,,y s'(!IBT• 
I! \Jf.:Hltl1.ll.lul't nu, PotYt-J 
r '•tt'lr:l Ylith ll t•'l"')lfn; f'lr'd .;~t,, , n'WV fiiSIJII uumtt~t».:m 

Aopoa~d doso toxtc:l ty: 
lnhnnal"ll' (II'T I JPII'r.'lf<IW! ttlvr~• -' 
l!h'flt tk I"~VN.-.xr•Y.altt."~~Wllfl!~•t•~ti'NI1t•loll ~~Vi'!! ortl kifiny fhnmry.- ("''[G h.HI'lt±Aft kt"fW!1't t. 1 

1 •ndl£d t~odutiM• l®aJy •n ll!t'l.:~rhumtal ~o~rwt\Jk a l W!l'f hl[Jh gtrvaQI·•~ 

hiM mat'''' · ~•: lA U lVI iultnl'ediat!!illt' 
S•lb r.h1CAY.' and 6~1irrlf! RF!lntHI 1\tuo !lmt ~<tl'r! rJ~th,4 t(il•~~>m ~ t.<Mocl In t.ITM' rtlfllUI~ ~~~;or;~ 
H\1\\'(""JtJJ l~t'U~ ".1..111'-"1 r•lf.:lt.,....«IIHtnii!·~OOITl("A,IIIItb hl\ltl bo"tt.IH !j,h.Y.\.,1 "' hu.nn~l uudn•)J.}ffil!\, 
"'ICPCllillltJ ... J"lllt.id bu '"ritfi.!~ In· ;dj4<.ly .m ~411'1-~,.Jfl".:!>. tutti. ill:ffrillll~·d 125 tJI>tll .fliT I ~ilK• rpm 111 
II AI f•JBI:1 ~l•itliKJ Rd>'f\1.$(!. l .tOfll.fM~ t:tlec~ XC ,ft.-' d \'Aldl Wotl l'll~'f'M'Ik~. No Hlft:rJ~ 6f!ltt O.J~rn:f Rl ~ 
j .(JIH 

l! lilli!H;)IIt•l! tlfl !Aat~'tf(~: \1)1()(1! 
Rul.$ ari••V~t·~·J" I 1~ CPl."": htll~~ttltlnk•ng w.thtr II• n li>sy~~o~l~blrtU ~~~1i •I IWI!t urd kllhl\fr.lh~l~~ l l••l'tv" 
~~~ % fl lhe Ymldr wete f"1CCi oln:wd. Signi!icat'!llrlUabPrt ClqlC!ftlJOS ~ 01-'G altJ COf'Bicbt€-d \JI.ww!V 
I !I~!AA I t~ l \l'<oi,ilr.l b lllll.olW' ,, \:J1:{1Wks. ~!H !J\:ii!!Jfti.-J'j 
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Figure B-2.  Technical data sheet for Line-X® XS-252, Fire Retardant Resin, page 3. 

 

MOdica! co-nditions aggrava_tod by OYOfC)(JX)Su:to: 
[ltil:l <.Mn!<l.ll\1.1 t..k.l i.:-1( lr~l~ lt~ot~I!I~~UI{l n-x:ll<~r,l (),(l(htlflle.; that <JIIHI\!f.:)t(llly ltk,;IX.11Ui) dilAb+lf)J 
ll9JI.aval~ t.,.,. ~..,_ lr• 1tns '"IUI'»iia.nc.,.'rlfadud 

' · FIRST-A10 MEASURES 

Gonoral o.cMco~ 
Ot"T~WA ttnanMttil 'od • ll.olhfl~l 

If lnhaJed: 
ll••n•Wfl 11-.. aii&J~>d lnrilv~JI lt*l lr~~'l!l ;~, nrU laEJEt•ttF r~ r'rll!n. ~t.l •n l~t~nlongil nllf:~~v 
llut••,..,J:,}k t~lt.tJI t:llt~lllut u .. .,lui!r.~J 

It on s:kin: 
Wr.nJ• dllor-,l•.:dUJtJO!'> •lOftoi..iqhlv Wllhr.o.ajl.!fnd¥.·~11·1 II +n•lnllon•l.:\~, &e~Jk n t01h .. dl.11UcntkJ•• 

H In eyes: 
II • rusr; ot a n lad W11h lhb uym, 11f'GO 111Yf'«llatcfv Irs at luo&l 1 6 Jrft"UID"' wtll'-+ ~ly ol w~ lrt omudalu 

~r-Oq11 .<ttll:llkJntL\~tlht~t 

UswaUowed: 
nh';ltiiJllt!h ·uwl tl~•!!tllll.t. 1 ••+l'f oAW,It. I f1rlt IJ •11!~)1. VII!Oilh ~) luuth,.tl.tllo II•• Uo hi Jl!li,!!l~ <It !tot jllifl I 

5. fiRE·fiG!ITING MEASURES 

ll~hrd~« 
1\tlloio]llloOil 

Suitable extinguishing media: 

(I H¥f)i."(:dt••tJ) 
Nl:o t_Atl\ R'.'Otl"LlJP 

wftr>.t,lhve>:l,ft' t• ~~J .. IQ frfflu., Jltth•t• f)• .,.,.,., •uun 

Hazards durmg Me-fighting; 
fll• pOll!• 'IJI,tt llllidltb lcJJOW!! 

Procective equipment for fne-flghting: 
Fht1'-;JI ,...~J.. o,I)'JU!d be CQUil'f.ICd Wlll! • .u Tllli.""' ..... J brtt .. l!h11'1 .Jf'II~IUIUI'• •• trliUIII • ' II lT. 

6. ACCIDENTAL RELeASE MEASURES 

Cletanup: 
SPII~ ~IA.4d IJo.J U11' tlal r('d1 :aQtl1tJ._"' ·~•I fll,n"'' I lh~ll.tllll•~•uil Ctlltl•tf!-. tnt fi!Ji,'ll\1111! 

7. HANDLING AND STORAGE 

.t:lii!mliJlg 
PtOfo'}Ctlolfl~})lf~ !IO<i!l(l t_qll• tl;IM! 
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Figure B-2.  Technical data sheet for Line-X® XS-252, Fire Retardant Resin, page 4. 

 

~ 
GOI'IOrel tl.ctwc:o: 
Noel !-ip,.i(l~l~''X.d\Jih:n!i~..Ge*ll~ A~t<'l4tltY,oCitt•llll! '"'' : .t.u 'tllll~df!d<l fltJin~l lu 1 1•11j 

Stota,oG stability 
I )t:~lat..1 ag<un .. t t'OQI£1~1 
''t,ffl(le Hnp•-tatuc Ui ?/·(; 

8. EX.POSURE CONTROLS ANO PERSONAL PROTECTION 

Advice on &y-atam de~n: 
PttNide lOt...;. 'f. mdl.>lUQ,1 'c'MiiJ,o;1lm lu (l'Jf111rA Wtf'ICJilfYJirtld'!ts. 

Persgnal prptgsrtjyg gguigment 
nw'!liHl~ll'l l)tQinrJ~""I!I 
Wt.-m a NIO$I-t.rx:r1il~ ltlr f.'flUIYlltfl..nl) •.»gm..- ~l~lir>uiol(; r~lor 

H&f')d PfOlOC:tlorl 
~la!ISiant pnteciMJ l}laJeos 

Eyo prot9C:tion: 
l{lh.ly fllltr!J S<dety 9C'{t1lll9 trJlEJnCJI oo:;~ljea) Wr:i• lili:.& .st IElJ u !II~ tru.ma r:.:....w:_ 

Gone,al safety and hygi&M mea&ute•: 
/Wr-.dr:rY!I:t•J w•th•.i~,llt W14V t 'f•1ll'!~rfr1 1hf!J ~~~~lU!-~tvlt•ru-~lr lftl a..:J A....-od,~lat,o;'''' 
v.IJ)QI.Js/lresl.'" I lwldkJ !n fMXOftb-1{)9 wHhgOQttl!u liiSiu&l lfVffC'ifl'' diT.i&:~k!l'l p-aGIILo Wu:;h ~I.• I• !l·tl••" t 
IIHII!Ht li.:~ 

t , PHYSICAL A.ND Ck EMICAl PROPERTIES 

'""" llq!JI\J 

O.Joou ll!!ld 

G:.lt.\L d:!dc.. l.l• "~"•l':tt 

iJ I "'lu.· 7 

Clt•!!,..IV I 0 .5fl t fUSn ··~·C) 

VPw:;;.~tf\o (tyr'I;Ur>~ tl(ll} !!!I""J..~ ,H,•f:) 

'•llklhildy '" W8kif ~llblr-

10. STABIUTY AND REACTIVITY 

Hazardous reactions. 
I l!l·lllf"IJUW Is t:htiiiULJ.tll)' ~l<ll-.;l, 
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Figure B-2.  Technical data sheet for Line-X® XS-252, Fire Retardant Resin, page 5. 

 

Oooompoel-oon Products; 
llruli!llblrs, \,):'t'XIIl!f 'h:zli(ll l l.lflY jtJt,l 

...Jih."fl ntn~-,;:ood.-, ta:hun tlclll:lriu 

Thgrmol dooomposabM 
No obiS <Wr.lbble 

,, TO.IC:ICOLOGICAL lNFORMATIOk 

12. ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION 

1>. DISPOSAl CONSIDERATIONS 

Waste disposal oi substance: 
II ~> h.._,. i.il!l' 111 · ' "-'noud lnclill'f 
I )rt) ,.,,, <tist.hHI!t-t .... II.J!\IiVII .. v'J'IIOtJ!I. .I Jfll•) ""~ !<V:o!Aill 
l)"flO~ l)j "1 :1 tQI\fl:<t!df.1W~I\I 

Container disposal: 
~1c'l11 ,.,.1!, ••n•t b. t:mplil'd md ~llv :.1111!1 ;.., t1, I!Pt-:!,._1 '~'f11UMv!)l~l! 'tl 1 I• 11 fljl D.I: ;,t .y;~ :zu '''"''" 
t.k:lafer (U an appr.NOd l<n:tbll. Hoi!.!! lo t\0 Ll H § ~ 7jltSIII~ Dll"ommt«ltb .....:We In amply tbnlal~• .s) 

r!.-11 .l.oU!,I!IJII\11111 tl. ll l{aJijt;i$ r~k)! If• • Jl";fiiJN'll J~+)<A.~IIf'u,l ,.jl lt~lth ii.,J, lilt~ hi! lh)J I I" n il II II !rat lit!, luj .. , "-'• till 
Ufll' tt !il ttlfil~..:i 1100 olt~~d t~flf\IWill:>i 

14. TRANSPORT INFORMATION 

15. REGULATORY INFORMATION 

Ef!dern! &ol!l.1!100s 

Aeglttr8llon SlllrtJ$.' 
TSl""A u; !~:>laa:'.ed t ~JnU 

OSHA hozllrd CO!OQO<y· 
f'"l .. untc ltl!~ f!ff'!An dti<)..IR 1erx•1<)d, ACOIH n V 1-'~lltf.._tJ~ti.J 

SARA hazard categonos lEPCRA 31 113t2): 
AI .I~•: , f:lllt.ll"-

SARA313: 
CAS Numb• 
ntt~1 

Chomieoi n&rno 
1\An HtlUil l t»XIt: 
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Figure B-2.  Technical data sheet for Line-X® XS-252, Fire Retardant Resin, page 6. 

 

Strng roatAauooo 

Sta~e RTK 

Chantlctd nemo 
I ""11~~ tJII<.ol 

16, LOCAL CONTACT INFORMATION 

I•J!Itnlo-
11!1l:Lit Aalluv 

11. OTHER INFORMATION 

~MIS Ill t&:brq 
l~sn · 1 

l~llllf'Xflliiii\MIII 
Bol!l¥filll1 !lWI 1RI/ t.VIII 

Fl>l11111!rlb ry I 

SltLIO RTK 
lfl 

l11v J ,j hu.md 1 

llfvlts u~ :::1 .-~niiX!IIru.&enlo rtl'l:Jif'IY hum U ln4 11' l11dv:dO-Il • ril~poo ol lianJd A Vdlul! ol .:.utu •nM tlto 
II \Ill lho, .• 1 br.tolt'tOl, prr.>.!'..,~ '~~<»Ulnlt'( 111' IVIlfftl II lf1lii•J •)/ h.J. I! Ill( l.r:.1h ..... hQh Mlill </, 

MPot!MNl WHIL£ IHL IJtsefliPliONS. ""bi<JNS. l.lAIAANu li>II'OAMAfiON CON[ANoD I*'<!.Ol 
AilE I 'R(t~NIEOIN(;OfiD•ArrHAI'IJBELI[VEO IOBEAIJf>JilATE IT C, PRO\IllEOFCilV<xllt 
o ;111[11\N( ( Oi't.Y [l(o :J'j IS( ... 1\NY I ACTQ<IS MAY Aff(r.l PROI'EI>SII'IC t ~ 1\J f~lt'./\f1Cli'W1l 
Wl:: I~COMM~Nil flit\ I VOlJ MMI I~SI~ fO IJt ) f.HMINE. \If:. Sl.llrABlii"V 0~ A PUOOIICI I"" 
11~iiHWlllr1 II AR 1·1 U<l•u:.t f111t~·l 101 U!:i[ NO Wl\f~-<1\Nits C~ ANY I<INU (lllolR (~Pfll :,.c.[ll 
r iH IMl'l II I I, INn '<liN<; WN1f~Nollf !:t.JI MLRvi WI1/\I.IWY CfffiiNlW I 0 11 A ~1'/< lltl ll.AH 
I"' !AI 'riRt. Nil M"ll Ill UAit II!N(.; "'1rJO tr.r,:; (TSC1111ll P 00 rTSICN~ •• flA1f\ 00 n ... rOI~MAI 1r1N 
' 1 f Ulll l t-( H IAl fit. f•Ht 00<:1 :I..I.l.:Jit:N~, OAIA 00 IN 014MAHU'J w./\Y 1:11:- U:3W WITII!IIII 
INIII"''oN<l II If IN II· II fGtl /i\1 l'flo.J1-I,IliY ROllS 01 ( ofllfHl; "' No) t A.'~ "'IAI I If U 
IM.XI'fllf'n!IN'., INfllflMATII IN. 11/ITA 011 [II >',lfU', enni!V(D Bf t:m'IOCRf[l A P(\111 C,f' mn 
II ~~.4S.ANil CGNPil iCJI'..IS CJ SAll tlll~l~~. 'roll£ XPI lf~~I V IJNbf~.:H,MJIJ N>JI1 ACiRlF n V\1 Tl"* 
IT:.sm1Pli11Nr.1 J1P SiliNS, 11Al'A ,AND INFG'th1A'rl(~ HflNISHFO BY III'*'·X I"FriFI ,t.ll1l 11 NlF tiM'N 
r;RAIIS AND liN( X IIS'i<.IMF.S NO U!UOATlON 011 LII\JliiJfY FDA n I[ 0C';t.~P1~1N, 0£SIGNS. OATA 
!\NO INFC11MATION GIVf N OR f1FSLIIlS OOTA!NFO. AU f'~ K':H Rf!NG OM-N ,rV\10 AOCFrTFn AT '101 Ill 
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Figure B-3.  Technical data sheet for Line-X® XS-650. 
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Figure B-3. Technical data sheet for Line-X® XS-650. 
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Appendix C: Weather Observations for SIP 
Hut IAQ Testing Days 

Figure C-1.  Weather observations for 20 May 2014. 
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Figure C-2.  Weather observations for 21 May 2014. 
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Figure C-3.  Weather observations for 22 May 2014. 
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Appendix D: EPA TO-15 Detailed Results 
for SIP Hut IAQ Testing 
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